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CHAPTER 1

Introduction
,

The Computer-Assisted Teacher Training Sy/tem (CATTS) is conceptUali/od

as a closed-loop cybernetic.system capable of'providing,continuous., instan-
.

taneou8,. and/or delayed feedback of relevant teacher -pupil interaction data
,. ..:.

. .

ii. to a trainee in the classroom in Order to modify behavior through /egulatory
; 4

r

N.
. . . : ...

teaching 'moves. These moves are designated in accordance with.predetermined

trainingYobjectiVes. The system is designed to produce a 'cos{-effeclve

means Of collecting data froM systematic observations and real-time analysis,

storage, andfeedbackiof information relevant to pupil-teacher interaction4
4

in special education contexts. Feadback can belprovided through instantan-
AL,

eops.visual display in the classroom or through hardcopy computer nintout

immediately following an observed teaching performance. The-system permits

rapid analysis and accumulation of stored data within and across\teaching

\Situations. ,.CATTS also grovides a computer-managed technique for'bullding

.and'adapting Obtervation syse and an.efficien eans-for,training.

reliable observer-coders. The system is designed for application inboth
. /

`)preservice and'inservice teacher-training contents. It can be used within

a teacher edication laboratory on a college or university campus, or

directly in public school,.-classrooms an the coMmunity. Computer access is .

..._.

available through direct on-line inIerface, TOUCH-TONE telephone interface'

,,

from remote 1Ocal4ons, or through portable data collectiondevices called
'

e
4
DATAMYTES.

. .

Rationale

The application of compvter technology offers a-promising solutio/ to

a number faf existintlimiiations in the use of systematic observation

technlques in teachkr education programs. Special/educators are'currently

1 -P.,.
1,2'
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exploiting opportunities afforded thrbugh recent.advanCes in technology.

Application of computeri- in special education is broad in scope,,,ranging

fro
_

m .direct computer- .assisted instruction,i(CAI) of handicapped pupils
01,

. %.

. . . .

(Stolurowf-1960),. to ongoing branched CAT .speCial education courses at
,

4the (Cattwright; Cartirright, & Robine, 1972), to state ,

;ide Computer-managed curriculum objectives and materials retrieval,

,systems for practitioners in the tsi*ld (Noffsinger & Daiker; 1973)

Undoubtedly,
tsi

as Such efforts'progreSs and cost fadtors are controlled, the
.

.
field will be faced withthe' reality ;91. a technological revolution in

.

decade.special educat ion within the coming
1

.

.,. . .

In their work, Cybernetic Principles of Learning and Educational
--,

) ,
i

,

Oesign, Karl an Mar aret Smith (1966) base their approach to human learning -

,,

on the findings of' arly.researchers in humn-engineering. Abe Smiths
- (

A

argue convincingly for a cybernetic interpretation'of behaVior--One quite

different from conventional theories of learning. The cybernetic approach

is a "general theFT of behavior organization which . . views, the

indi/vidual as a feedback system which generates its own activities in

order to detect and Control specific stimulus characteristics of the

environment" (p.,vii), CATTS is currently conceptualized as aiclosed-loop _7
cf,

cybernetic system which provides immediate feedback of relevant teacher-

.
tat .

pup interaction variables to-i the.tap.chlr trainee,, This aloi4s modification
.... ,

.

, . .

.
1

4 of trainee behavior
.

to be realized through "regulatory teaching moves in

accordance with a predetermined'strategy, thus Creating the desired

classroom env3ronment (Semmel, 1975). The system enables a trainer to

stipulate' clearly' those elements or patterns of teaching behavibr which

A wishes to develop as goals for training. Real-time'feedback of .
performance is provided to the trainee so that regulatory` behavior may

be initiated toward establishing a desired Classroom learning environment

1



for'the pupils. The trainees' progresS toward achieving objecti'ves can

bt systematically and cumulatively tracked and evaluated by the computer's

analytic and memorr storage capabilities.

'The Importance of Immediate Feedback

Assuming a. methodological sophistication which permits the measurement

and feedback of results of training concurrent with the performances of

trainees in pFacticum settings, there'arises the question of the ability

of trainees to utilize knowledge of results while ,simultaneously being

engaged in attempts to practice specific teaching skills, iThe work reviewed-

by Broadbent (1958), and Swets and Kristofferson (1970), offers some

theoretical and empirical support for the contention that the human adult

has the requisite information-proCessing competence orecode,,_§iMultaneous

multiple messages,

-Heinrich and McKeegan (1969) reported that,discrepancies between

teachers' beliefs about,how they were acting and how they were observed to

act were less pronounced when subjects received concurrent immediate

supervisory feedback as compared to delayed feedback relative to teaching

behavior, The concurrent immediate feedback condition was delivered by

the' wervisor who raised color-coded cards whenever a desirable or

undesirable teacher behavior occurred.

Reddy (1968) demonstrated that counseling trainees who received im

mediate supervisory feedback through 'a dictaphone earplug device improved

significantly more in empathic skills than-those who received either delayed

or no feedback, Spaulding (1971) similarly reported that inservice teachers

who received a variety of feedback experiences sholied greatest improvements

under a condition employing immediate feedback during' classroom instruction

periods, The immediate feedback fFom the observer was tranmitted by means
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% -

of a wireless audio receiver and ear speaker: It should b4 emphasized that

lid these studies the feedback prdvided to trainees was inseantaneousand

occurred during rather than after the training sessions. The work cited,

therefore, offers empirical evidence for the contention that teachers in

training can process and utilize feedback information while attempting to

acquire specific teaching skills.

The importance of immediate knowledge'of results or feedback in the

learning process has been well documented. Greenspoon and Foreman (1956)

have reported that delayed feedback, compared to immediate feedback, has

a negative effect on human learning of a simple motor task. Tasks in-

yolving Verbal skills appear also to be facilitated through the immediacy

with which feedback can be provided (Bourne, 1957). Some workers have

gone so far as to contend that feedback might well be the "strouest" and

"most important" variable involved in learning and performance (Bilodeau

Bilodeau, 1961).

Hence, the human learner may be viewed as .a self-regulating cybernetic
o

system who relies on feedback in his efforts to maintain goal-directed

behavior (Smith Smith, 1966; Semmel, 1968). The faster the learner can

receive feedback, the faster he can be expected,to modify his behavior'in

the direction of discriminable objectives--and thus increase his efficiency

in the acquisition of teaching skills (Gibbs, 1954).

0bservationtLLIer-"msinTIraininTro.rsam. C

It is evident that relevant teaching skills must be .developed within

the context of-a comprehensive philosoPhical or 'empirical framework which_

is hypothesized to positiVely affect pupil learning. The most relevant

objectives. in training will probably-be those.which go beyond the simplistic

1

1
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notions of trainee discrimination and generation of a specified frequency

of X or Y behaviors. It is more likely that a training program will need

to be concerned with complex interactive patterns of classroom behaviors and

the concatenation of,ihese patterns into operational definitions of desired

pedagogical' environments.

A number of observation-coding systems have been developed by educatOrs

(Simon & Boyer, 1970; Medley & Mitzel, 190). The categories used in

these systems constitute operational definitions of what the designers

deem to ,be important classroom processes. When teacher-traineeS"are encour-

aged to favor one subset of behaviors or patterns from the total set of

categories defining the system, it may be said that a program haS established

specific behavioral objectives for the trainee. When trainee performance

is observed systematically and the codified behaviors are fed back to

trainees, the,system may be thought of as being a functional teacher -

training tool (Amidon, 1970; Bondi, 1970; Flanders, 1970).

Observation-cOding systems have an intrinsic appeal to teacher educators.

They (a) establish a set of operationally defined behavioral objectives for

the trainee; (b) generally suggest an implicit set of training procedures

leading to direct practicum experiences for trainees; and (c) generally

provide a set of ground rules which permit reliable measurement of trainee

progress. Existing systems vary greatly in their specificity of teaching

behaviors. Some focus on the affective climate of the classroom (Flanders,

1970), while others focus on the cognitive demands made by the teachers

(Lynch & Ames, 1971), teacher control behaviors CFink & Semmel, 1971),

teaching strategies (Bellack, Kliebard, Hyman, & Smith, 1966), nonverbal

behaviors (Galloway, 1968), and a host-of other interactive skills.

While ideally suited to the requirements of a skill-oriented training

program, observation systems are. subject to limitations as operational tools



for teacher-training programs. They, require extensive tilde commitments on

a
the part of trainers, who,"After assis)Ldg trainees.,in discriminating opera-

4 %....

, ;'/ fh

-tional objectives, must. observe, code, summarize, analyze, and'subsequently

feed bad( the results of performance to trainees. Hence, the total training

process becomes tedious, and the excessive time -Imitments seriouslyAimit-

the feasibility'Of such an Approach.

Secondly, analytic methods available to C. ter generally, prohibit

feedback of relevant patterns of interaction
I le frequencies of simply

two-stage transitions. Method of data reduct: uently lead to dis-

tortions of the frequencies of behaviors for ! e periods (Collet

Semmel, 1970). Of greatest importance, howeve the fact that current

methods necessitate relatively long delay of .ck to trainees. Hence,

as implied by the literature previously view,,_ is questionable that

the information provided to trainees could have 1,1...:_imum effects on the.

modificationofsubsequentteachhilAnce.

1

Exploiting Computer Technology in Teaci4r Education

Earlier sections of this report e4hdsize importance of immediate

feedback to the acquisition of relevant teachip. Observation systems

were discussed as potential operational tools for -ne specifications of

training objectives, as feedback instruments in trzining, and as tools for

the measurement of trainee performance. The utility of such observation-
/

coding feedback systems is severely limited by the tedium imposed by data

reduction procedures and the resulting delay of feedback to trainees. It

would appear that there is a need to explore a skill-oriented teacher-

training system which meets the following criteria:

4



(b)
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rmits the adoption and, geration of a broad spectrum of

servable teacher and/or pill haviors--to 'mit definable

withinthe context of any sys em of N mutually exclusiVe cate-

tories of behaviors. -

It permits ,the continuous and instantaneous chservation, coding,

analysis, and feedb k of relevant training :information to the

trainee 1-ile he/is teaching--with feedback delivered through
/' -

-f'u1 auditory or visol, sourc. the teachingsome mr

enviro,

(c) It permi s the utiliiation of automat' _malytic, techniques for

the continuous,.rapid.synthesis and des:

beh. 1C7S, patterns, and environments-

e frequency and duration of behavior .

sequential relationships.

It permits the rapid cumulative storage and retrieval of

iption of relevant

Lie maintaining both

well as their

all

training sessions for any one trainee or group of trainees who

uses the system.

One4of ti4 most promising means for meeting t , above criteria

the exploitation of "real-time" computer technolc

I'reservice Research and Development ArT,J.L.ies with. CATTS
/

is through

k

AinAlilork-On C TTS-was-renorted by Semmel (1968) and his students,;

-6)

i
'e

' Kreider (19,,9 -116aV r (1969), Schmitt (1969), and VanEvery (1971); In

4
)14

general, th studies support the efficacy of immediate conOrrent CATTS

feedback when specific behaVioral goals are central to training.
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Schmitt (1969) for example, used CAWS anda modified version of the

FIA system to train preservice teachers to increase their use.of broad
'

questions and to reduce the frequency of binary questions in teaching the
.

educable mentally retarded (EMR). The :results i7-,licated that ( "CTS trainees

spent significantly .moe time asking broad quetic-3 than did 71trpl group-

trainees. The study also indicated a positive relationship between teachers'

use of broad questions and the production of multiple-word responses by .EMR

pupils.

VanEvery (1971) used CATTS technology training of speech
0

therapists in a clinical 'setting, A remote telephonelille was used to

communicate between the"speech clinic and the CAM computer facility.

Observations. of therapists in training were coded in the clinic and trans-

mitted by telephone line to the computer, which fed back information in

real-time. The feedback was presented on an event recorder which traced a

pattern representing training objectiveson a moving belt of paper. 'Trainees

who received the immediate CATTS feedback showed a significant increase in

the use of social reinforcement patterns, when compared to a control group,
9.

VanEvery's work demonstrated the feasibility of -ventually moving CATTS

remote public school classrooms fadvinservice training opportunities.

I

Other Training Applications.of CATTS

CATTS is not limited to the delivery of instantaneous,or delayed Eepd-

.

back to trainees, nor to rapid data collection; retrieval, and analysis.

It can also be used to develop discrimination skills of trainers through

the training of reliable observers. A neW1j7-deVeloped, computer-aided

. .

training device called DITRMA (DIscriminate,.TRain, and MAintain) aids in

19



the development of theS6 observation'skills. DITRMA is based upon a simple

consensus-coding principle wherebY'individual trainees' responses frointwn
o,

or more coli ,« Tmi- n-e "lultaneously-comflare0 by -h 2oMp..z-

1.

the fesul son s inStantanepuily fe( ba the .

Through exp. .1 On 0-2this. simple configuratic , the DIT -vstem

can be uses. ,ac Onination of rolevantteather-Aipil I , and

to maintaL Lev, ,DITRMA is a seccaV T.nc onsensus-
,

coding syst.. .gin: ,.)veloped by.Semmel Guess and Fla de

Universit, o: Ji g n Arbor.

Dur: oder-tr 'sessions, observers code videota

the obse: 'at s) f3gories on data collection boxes guy-

.ation ident: cal t ONE telephones. These button bo. tc

the PDP-1 computer Cen :er for Innovation in Teachin --Ppec

(CITH). The comPute is as an impartial judge, as trains a

small group of up to =- -Deers. If all coders agree with sac i the

coding of an'event, 7Toup receives an auditory- reinforcer ad

speaker, the'videntap =fillies, and the comprter

itF memo- How, should one u_ more code: .e others,

the computel automatic _iy stops the videotape, and display of identified

codes appears on the second video monitor for all trainees to study.. Trainees

subsequently discuss their difference's, and the computer "refuses" to

continue the first videotape monitor.until the group reaches a consensus of

agreement on what is the correct discrimination and code.

Evalueion of the system'has shown that coder-training time can be

reduced by approximately 50% hen compared to previous procedures using

paper and pencil techniques. Of perhaps greater importance is the seren=

dipitous realization that DITRMA is a potentially powerful device for

training many teaching skills through what, in effect, is_an automatic,

4; )

7
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.42

ructiorial group forMat. The systeM,&cts as an imr,Ttial am. auto.-

Ifoission leader for,small grobps of trainees who'a2.! viewing vier-
4,,

-protocols.,

The new LITRMA 'si.stem_is also capably ,assistingin :he devel Dine-
. , e'

1

.'::.tegory observation systems. DITWAVis an invaluable tpp1 for 7 nid
.,,,, . .j

_lentifying categories which are subject 6 relatiVely high rates'ot )1)1 r
, , *

isagreement, an indication that thecategories aieiMpreciseJ de

o
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Descriiptior

,ATTS stations

The CATTS configuration pres:

)ns: Teachiny Station,.Obsc

ing Siation.4(igure 1 ilY

773M the present CATI'S in.

.I'TER 2

J1 Teaching the :: :.inc. Jrne6

.chin : tation. The.Teachinv f a 7: :;11

srooms which c&I accommodate a fee Dael J feedoac :-Durce

ted sp that the teacher can use t,

..,;rver with no interference with or )ing -A.a!

1),,:k display may "be either visual or di.'

d::rcctly by the computer or indirr --out-. _ay -.=dware.

rent applications permit t r> 'fari

sMiT.t.2d

_UL ether

;:.Lays to the Teaching Station: :Visual edba: be -Drcr-lded t:: 7-ough

closed-zircuit, televiSed images ot: a C; .lode-ray i be CRT) dispiay underl

direft.computer:gontrol, or an external 2vice displays feedback in-

formation by changing Might patterns, c- chart recordings (SemMel, 1968;

Semmel, et ar., 1971; VanEvery, 1970).

----'7--

The,system can be adapted to provic instantaneous auditory feedback.
\/.

In this' application, the PDP-12 ,computer is linked to an audio tape recorder

which is capable of moving a tape of pre-recorded messages containing verbal

feedback relevant to specific teaching C -saviors anc patterns rapidly 'across

a computer-monitored tape head. For ,-xa7 if teacher talk (as computed .

from a number of behavioral categorieU :seeds apre -.ermined criterion

.g.,'80% within a partiqular time FT:ric ,, the come automatically
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/ "directs" the.tapestraKsport to,locate the tape message which.says, "Try

gutting downrteacrer talR, ang'get more pupil )Xreicipation." 44,Thile teaching,',
,,,

the trainee receives the message. via a wireless, transistorizea audio re-

kts

.
.

cciver'with earplug speaker. "The.spcification of theparatetert for per/

formancecriteria through computer programting assures error-free monitoring /
.

'
0

'A)f trainee behaviors. The resulting CATTS feedback shold,.therefore, be

,
k more reliable than supervisor,feedback methods.

,-.

Observation'-Coding Station.,, The Observation-Coding Station provides

A the link betwbencthe events Occurring in the classroom and the computer

analysis of these events. flere, a trained observer codes classroom events
'ip

consisting of N categories of teacher d/or,pupil behavior. Observation

may take place within the classroom'itself, wit

"
in an observation booth

c;adjoining the classroom, or by alosed-circu t television connection.

Figure 2 illustrates observation of classroom behavior through a one-way

glass window. At present, the coding; terminal used to input observation

data consists of 10 mechanical pushbuttons'mounted on a metal box - -a con-
.

,/
figuration similar to a TOUCH -TONE (TT) telephone. Figure 3 shows an Ob-

-le. .

t server with a button, box. These buttons,, in turn, interface directly with

the computer. JE
It should be noted that the coding terminal permits an observer-coder to

input data'which,is transmitted over telephone lines into a TT Data Set,

and from there directly into the computer. The TT telephone interface

allows direct real-time observation forfemote observation coding in cm-
,.

Munity classrooms.

Probably the greatest asset of the coding terminal is that it can,accom-

modate any obiervaion system whose classifibation scheme can be defined by i

series of ntimbers. The number-of categories-hat can be aCommodated.is

virtually unlimited.
I

aa
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Figure 2. ObserVatioh-Coding Station at CITH.
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The present computer program is capable of accepting a three-Lstage

classification scheme with a maximum of 16 different codes per stage:

Hence, the system currently can record, in addition to categories and sub-

categories, the interactions between teachers and specific children in a

classroom.

Analysis - Encoding Station. The Analysis-Encoding Station consists

of a small, computer (PDP-12) and the associated computing hardware iequired=

for the on-line processing of coded input data -which is gathered and trans-

mitted frop the Observation-Coding Station. Figure4/shows the PDP-12

computer at CITH. Presently, the PDP-12 computer can simitaneously process
r

Input data from as many as 12 classrooms, and up to 12 types of observation

systems.

'Iniaddition to processing inp4._ ut, the, computer system also controls the

display devices used in the teaching stations and provides for hardcopy

_printout, storage, and,transfer of the Analyzed data. Figure 5 shows the

video camera method of vi'sual feedback transmission back to the classroom;

It is at this station that the trainer initiates the imosram options avail-

able in CATTS. The'teleprinter console, through software program control,

allows the operatOr to select any specific CATTS program or option that ill

satisfy the objectives of the trainer and/or trainee.

The selection of the mode and contentof feedback to the teacher-

trainee in the teaching station is also'initiated from the console. If a:

CRT.'display is chosen as the method for-feedback, the operator determines

the content of the display by assigning the input data to diffeient com-
.

putational functions for the computer to calculate and display as feedback.

The nature of the display is also selected from the console whicfcallows
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RT and video camera visual feedback transmission configUration.
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continuous feedback information to be presented either inialphanumeric or

graphic form. Figure,6 is an example of a graphic feedback display. The

completion of the input-feedback cycle is realized in a matter of a few

microseconds. Feedback displays can vary from simple frequency counts of

desired behaviors, to abstract representations of sequential interaction

patterns

The integrated teleprinter, which also serves as the communications link

to the CATTS progiam, provides hardcopy printouts for inspection immediately

following the training session. Figure 7 illustrates an example of s-

printed feedback summary. These printouts can provide such inforngtion

as the event times of the coded tallies, percentage of time spent in each

behavior category, and frequency of occurrence of each category; or they

can provide more complete descriptions and statistical treatments of the data.

This information can be used as "delayed feedback" to a trainee, and can

be stored fo4later analys4. It should be noted that the use of the term'

delayed feedback in the present context is generally defined as immediate

feedback by most teacher-trainers (Baker, 1970), since computer printouts

are available to trainees immediately following thei4CATTS training session.

By using the computer in this manner, bits'of observation system

data are not limited only to storage by frequency and time of occurrence.

The duration of behaviors and their,order of occurrence are-also recorded

in the Computer's Memory, and subsequentlyion magnetic tape for analysis.

CATTS can collect a continuous data record of classroom events, allowing

analysis of duration of behaviors, as well-as analysis of patterns or

chains consisting of up to eight behavior categories. Hence, rapid descrip-

tion and analysis of a continuous sequential vector of observational data

can be analyzed and fed back to trainees (Collet & Somme', 1971).



Figure 6. Graphic feedback display.
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Figure 7.. OROS DATA SUMMARY

DATE1 2/16/76

NAME: THERESA. REIDY

BOX NO. : .5

( LESSON NO. : 8

1) TOTAL OBSERVATION TIME: 14.7 MIN.

2) TOTAL Imps RERD: 258

MISCUES TEACHER RESPONSES
NO. PC. NO. PC.

3,7 PUPIL MISCUES TOTAL (21 + 22) 34 13 4) 12 35

5) MEANING CHANGE <21) --23 -:67 - 6) 12-- 52-

7) NO MEANING (iilANGE <22) ,2 5 8) 0 0 -

9) SELF-CORRECTED (63) 9 26

PROMPTS GIVEN PUPIL SUC. <62+64)
, NO. PC. NO. PC.

`18) TEACHER PROMPTS: TOTAL (31 TO 8) 36 100 11) 22 61

12) CONTEXT (52.) 11 30 13) -7 63
14) STRUCTURAL.<33) 0 0 15) 0 0

<4 ) 3 e
it) PHONIC <45) 2 . , 5 9) 1- 50

20) ATTENTION <34) 0 21) 0 20E-

22) OTHER 3, 4, 5 PROMPTS 12
23) POSITIVE FEEDBACK (71) 1 2

0 9 024) NEGATIVE FEEDBFftK (72)
25) MANAGEMENT <73) 2 5

26) TELLING (jo 5 13
27) OTHER .<95 3. 8

SEQUENCE LENGTHS

FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION XMINUS 1S AND 9S)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12N13 14 15 16 17 18'19 20 21 22 23 24 2

1 4 5 6 1 3 1 2 1 0 1 0 0 . 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 _0_ 0 .0_ .0

MEAN= 3.53
MEDIAN= 2.30
SD= 3.47'

TOTAL DATA STRINGS= 36
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In summary, it'can be seen that the translation of the closed-loop

cybernetic principle is achieved through the prototype CATTS by using

'a human observet-coder as- the-interface between the events. in a practicum

setting and a computer. Behavior in the Teaching Station is observed in

the Observation-Coding Station and transmitted to the Analysis-Encoding

.0

Station. In a matter of microseconds, the computer summarizes, analyzes,

stores, and continuously feeds back relevant information directly to the

trainee'ip the classroqm. The system also provides a cothke ensive printout

'767

of the analysis of all variables code in the observation of the classroom

transactions. The printout may be used.as summative feedback fallowing a

training session or stored for subsequent recall or analysis.

7

I

40.
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System data flow description

Pr or to any specific discussion of thevariau&-functional components

system dak flow will. which omprise CATTS, a discussion of the overall

assist in placing the individual system components
so -

relative to the total system configuration.

in proper perspective

Figure 8 contains a block diagram of the initial data collection, and

feedback-processing data flow as processed on the PDP-12 mini-computer

located in the Teacher Education Laboratory at CITH. - Beginning at the top
.

of the diagram, data is initially collected from three source , (1) direct

button box entry, (2) TOUCH-TONE telephone\entry, andA3) off- ine portable

data recorder-entry. The portable data recorder information must go.through

a decoding process before being accepted into the first-stage input processing.

The first process is to check the data for syntax errors which relate spec-

ifically to the observatiw-coding-system being_used: Thi; stage cleans

the data and eliminates gross observer entry errors. From thesyntax pro-
,

cess the data flows in'two directions. If instantaneous feedhack is to be

employed, the data is presented to various visual feedback display routines

for transmission into the teaching environment. The second path, which is

not optional, passes the data through a data index aNd storage process,

which places an identification of the .collection session on the data file

and stores the file on the PDP-12 primary mastery file system for subsequent

retrieval.

Fyom the primary master file the data is extracted by a transmission

process and sent to re main computing center at Indiana University for

final indexing and s orage. Optional at this point is the availability of

various data report routines for immediate inspection of data stored locally

at the PDP-12.
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Figure 9 illustrates the data flow process at the main time-sharing

computing center (CDC-660D). When the data arrives at the CDC-6600, it

'proceeds through the final index ancrstorage process which provides each
/

file with a permanent identification and location for t next process.of

data retriTfal. At this stage a user initiates the r trieva process by

requesting specific data files to be removed from the master file system

and placed on a temporary scratch file for either examination or further

processing.

From here the CATTS system is conceptualikedas taking two different

directions; individual session feedback summary reports;'and multiple session

analysis procedures. Individual summary reports operate directly off of the

raw data, and theorariOus summary 'feedback routines are selected by the

user for generation of, printed feedback repots on time-sharing terminals.

Multiple data sessions are passed through various data reduction routines

which prepare ordered data file structures acceptable to 4ta analysis packages

C

each as the'SPSS and BMD series.

t.

4

or
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Dat! collection

Data from observers is input into CATTS from one or more of three alternatives;

1--Y(1). (1irectly connected button boxes, (2) directry connected TOUCH-TONE telephones

and associated tone decoders, and (3) portable data recorder Units gDATAMYTES).

,

_Local access to the PDP-12 computer is provided by specifically con-

structed hand-held button
,
boxes as, shown inn Figure 10. These units, 12 in

all, connect directly through parallel circuitry into 'the parallel input

interface of the computer. The button configuration is similar to that

found on a 12-digit TOUCH-TONE telephone. The boxes also contain three

indicator lights which correspond to the three levels of nested coding

capabilities provided by the system to accommodate most observaiion system'

:requirements. A toggle switch is also available for the purpose of turning

the box off and on.

The data entry procedure is accomPlished by first having the observer

activate the box through manipulation of the toggle switch. TA computer,

sensing the'box as being "on," turns on tile three indicator lights On top

of the box. The observer then enters a series of identification codes which

becbme part of the 'data base./ When the observation 'session is to begin,'

the observer enters a control code as data. Upon receipt of the control.

code,' the computer- begins the timer for tha particular box: At the end of

'the observation session, the observer enters another control code to terminate

%thedata collection sessions, at which time the computer closes the data

file and records the data on the PDP-r2 mass storage Index.

a

3
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Figure 10. CATTS hand-held button box.
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During data collection'theilndiCator lights provide feedback to the

observer by indicating acceptance of each,data entry4and its current posi-
,

tion in the coding structure. For example,
,

if the coding system used by

the observer has a two-evel structure whereby each first-level code has an

associated second levekof subcodes, then the first lh will go off when

the first-level, code has been entered. This informs the observer that the

system is expecting:ithe subcpde entry.

The'button.boxes also contain a "SKIP" key which allows the observer

the option, of clearing a mistake and re-entering the correct code before,i an

- 6
striking the'"ENTER"-key. Once the ENTER key has been pushed, the'data

associated wi/h that ENTER key cannot -be changed.

The toggle switch also alloWs an observer to pause in the middle of

an observation session- Without ending the'sesSion. By turning the switch

to "off," the computer time associated with that boX is held in a pause

state until the switch is turned bhck on. When this occurs, the middle

light stays on .to remind the observer that .;his box is in a pause state.
.4

Ti state is only available during the data collection session befo

control code is entered to,terminate the session.

Besides the control codes to_begin and end a data collection' session,

dber control codes are available-- indicate changes in the nature of the

data being entered in-any one observation session. This allows an observer

to use a rnber of different obseivation systems in the course of one

observation. These control codes become part of the data and are used in

the,data summary prbcess to indicate that the data following the control

_,code must be,interpreted differently..
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The TOUCH-TONE telephone input protedure is very similar to that of

the directly connected button boxes, in that data is entered exactly the

same way by they observer. TOUCH-TONE telephone access allows data to be

collected from remote locations away from the PDP-12 location. The pro-

cedure in projects using CATTS has been to install a number of telephone

jacks in classrooms connected to a single telephone line from a gchoor.

Connected to the PDP-12 is a Data Set that decodes the tone signals and

converts them back into parallel numerical information. The observer

,reports to the school office,.picks up the TOUCH-TONE telephone extysion

and selects the classroom.to be Observed. Thdytelephone is then plugged

into the classroom jack and the :elephone.nUmber of the Data Set is called.

The computer senses the incoming call, makes the connection, and signals this

connection to the,obgerver2by sending a short confirmation tone back to the

hand set. The observer then enters the identification code and the control

code to start the session. Whenever a control code is entered, an answer-

-,

back tone is sent to the obserVer in:order to confirm the receipt of that,

code. The box on and off status is keyed to the answering and termination

of the telephone call. There is no pause function available to the telephone

procedure other-than the different method of collecting the data; the data

,

to the cOmputer looks exactly like the data collected on the directly con

nected button boxes and is stored in the same format.
.

'The portable data recorder collection procedure is also very simila

/
to the other on-line methods. The difference is that the data is stored

on cassette tapes for entry into the system at a later time. The recorders

have the same button configuration and (§bservers enter'data the same way

,

during the observation process. Because of itsportability there is no

.1,--
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feedback available to the observers with regard to control code entry.

To insure against the recorder missing a control, code,, the procedure

followed by the observers:is to enter each control code twice. Upon

receipt of the cassette tapes from field-based observers, the talles

are replayed through a decoder and the numerical data is input into the

system. Agai , the data is stored in,the same format as with the other

input methods.

The portable data recordr contains an interval timer and an

incremental cassette tape recorder transport. These features allow an

associated interval time value to be appended to each individual data

entry, which duplicates the function of the computer clock in regular

on-line data, collection. The incremental recorder transport only moves

to record data when it is entered. For example, where only 15 minutes of

tape may be used for every hour of observation, this feature saves the amount,

tape used in any observation period. The advantage of this is in the

reduction of the amount of time taken in the decoding process at the PDP-12,

computer. Newer models of the portable data recorder (DATAMYTE) have elliminated
tN

the cassette tape unit by storing the data in a solid-state internal memory

chip. Transmission of data into a CATTS data structure is accelerated with

this improved data collection device.

7'

0.
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Real-Time Data Manipulation and Analysis

One of the important general functions of the CATTS system is to pro-

vide real-time data manipulation and analysis to projects using the system.

This real-time processing application is centered around the instantaneous

feedback capability of the system, Due to the time-sharing nature of the

CATTS operating system on the PDP-12, incoming data can be routed to

instantaneous 'feedback routines which generate real-time Cithode-Ray Tube

(CRT) displays for visual feedback, and tape recorder transport control

for auditory feedback. The present CATTS system has the capabilities of

generating two independent CRT displays for transmission closed-circuit

television back into teaching environments. Depending upon the observation

and feedback schedule, the PDP-12 operator can assign any incoming-data,

box or port to any available display routine. The display routines are

written to specification, depending upon the Observation 'system used in any

project. The dati is usually reduced to specific variables,required for

feedback in the project and converted into time-lines, bar graphs, or into,

numerical formats which are interpreted by the teacher in the teaching

environment.

A
A simill procedure is employed for auditory feedback, in that the

audio tape recorder functions, as in the CRT display routines, are under

control of the computer during the data collection process. Instead of

reducing the data to specific variables to be continuously displayed, the

auditory feedback process continually monitors the incoming data 1pd

checks it against predetermined parameters. When any parameter is ex-

ceeded, the computer controls the tape recorder to.search the feedback

audio tape for the appropriate feedback message for playback to the teaching

situation.

4
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!/I Although end-of-session feedback summary printouts are produced

by the external time-sharing computer, CATTS is also capable of producing

limited summary printouts on the PAP-12 for quick data verification.

This function is also done simultaneously with the read, -time data collection

process. The reason for-the limited printout capability is that the

system's available memory space is preoccupied with the real-time operating

system and'CATTS data manipulation functions.
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Feedback'

The CATTS system analyzes three3eneral types of feedback methods.

These methods are the Cathode-Ray Tube (CRT) instantaneous visual feedback,

an auditory feedback system, and a summary printout feedback system. These

systems are discussed in detail in the software chapter.

Instantaneous visual feedback. The current CATTS system employs two

real-time CRT units foAr real-time transmission of-feedback information into

two classroom situations simultaneously.' The transmission into classrooms

is accomplished by transmitting the video feedback image to a monitor.

placed in the teaching environment. This method, permits the use of existing

video switching networks that are available in many school systems.

Audit') feedback. This system employs FM transmission to a,small

pocket,recei e won the teacher in the training situation. The

auditory feedbadk messages are prerecorded by the individual and accessed

through a remote audio tape control system in CATTS program control. CATTS

software then determines whether selected behavior parameters have been'

exceeded, and the app-r, 'ate.feedback.message is computer-selected from

the recorded tar , be played back to'the teacher in tI4 classroom.

*

Printed .simunary feedback. After each data collection session is com-

pleted, the raw data is transmitted to a time-sharing computer center where

it becomes-available to summary rintout software( programs. Users or

supervisors who require,summar s of these sessions need only. locate a

time-sharing computer terminal and requelt printouts to be printed on their

terminal. Different summary programs are available for specific feedback

applications 21..e oriented toward the observation'systems in use.

_These summaries contain information from simple category frequency and

rate calculations to extensile category sequence analytes.
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Storage and retrieval

The data storage and retrieval procedure for CATTS is a two-stage

process; the first, takes place in real-time on the PDP-12, and the second

on the remote time-sharing computer storage system.

As the raw data is collected from the various input devices, it is

initially sorted on,the PDP-12 disk unit, together with an identification

assignment of a data Starting Block Number (SBN). When the,disk unit

storage area fills up, thi data is transferred to LINCtape for permanent

storage' at Teacher Education Laboratory (TEL). The data stored at TEL,

both on disk and LINCtape, is in raw form and it can only be retrieved by a

SBN, even though additional identification information is present within '

the recorded data session itself.

A backup data storage process is also available in case the disk

should fail during data collection. If failure occurs, the system senses
P

the inability to access the disk and automatically calls the LINCtape

storage process which insures that-no data is lost.

The second stage-in the storage process is more complete for retrieval

of individ 1 and summary session data. After the is stored on the

PDP-12 disk,'It is given a new format and transmitted to the large time-

sharing computer (CDC-6600) at Wrubel Computing Center, Indiana University,

for storage and analysis. At this stage the data carries a more coMplete

identification structure than the PDP-12's SBN procedure. The data is

stored on perManent file disks and magnetic tape with project and project

design identifiers. With these identifiers, data may be searched, merged

and stored for use in various feedback report programs and project summary

analyses. Access to the data is through the CDC-6600 time-sharing system

(TELEX) which provides interactive data manipulative programs and functions

needed to summarize and analyze the data. --



DITRMA: Observation System Training Subsystem

System description. Figure 11-illustrates the configuration for

the DITRMA training subsystem. It is similar to the CATTS configuration,

in that iti?Oldlects observation data from buttdn boxes and displays real-time (

\\

r

feedbaikqnformation back to the training situation. In addition, DITRMA

ties together'up to six boxes for observer .category entry comparisons

and provides remote control of a 1-inch video tape recorder for prerecorded

training materials.

The basic functJn of DITRMA is to present video-taped training

material to observer-coder trainees who enter their observations into the

button boxes, where they are}compared for agreement between coder entries,

and provide feedback pertaining to the result of the comparison. If all

coder entries are ideAiCal, the system continues to present the video-taped

vmaterial and provides feedback to the trainees in the forMof an audio

("beep") tone. If a disagreement is detected, the system stops the video

tape recorder and displays, on an adjoining TV monitor, coder feedbackwhich

identifies every trainee's button or category entry for visual comparison.

The trainees are then encouraged to discuss their disagreements and td

arrive at a consensus as to whitt the Icorrea" category should have been.

Entering the agreed-upon category restarts the video tape recorder and

. permits continuation of the training session.

Early training procedures, require that a ainer cuntrol

wit a master button box and assists the trai ees in system open on

and catego efinitions. Later in the DIT training sequence, the

trainees may use the system under their own control in order to finish

the trai g material or to refine category discrimination skills.

4 '
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Figure 11. DITRMA configuration.
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Hardware configuration. DITRMA adds to the CATTS hardware configuration

by connecting to and controlling a remote-control 1-inch video tape recorder.

Since a maximum of 12 button boxes already are part of CATTS, the button

box connection scheme for DITRMA is already available with the comparison

for consensus of codes residing in the DITRMA software. Visual instantaneous

feedback is provided back to the training station through the same video

camera/monitor vehicle as employed in, the CATTS visual feedback systmp.

The DITRMA training station, as illustrated in Figure 12, consists

of six button boxes for trainees, two TV monitors, and a remote-control

unit for the video tape recorder(VTR). One ( the six button boxes can

be assigned for the control box, which is the method for .entering the agreed-
o '

upon code to restart the system. One of the Lwo(4kr monitors is used for

presentation of trainink material from the VTR, while'the other monitor

is used to present trainee feedback when a disagreement is detected. The

VTR remote-control unit is used by the trainer, who is controlling the

master box, to provide the opportunity to rewind and replay for the 'Au._

any video segment that requires reviewing for disCussion. 'Ws with CATTS,

all processing and control remains at the PDP-12 computer location which

is remote from the training site itself.

An a4tional use of DITRMA, other than the.real-tie training of

observers, is the collection of all data entered by the trainees for.-

summary analysis at a later
/

This data inc.udes both the agreement

and-disagreement entires, with associated interval times. The information

that is deriVed from a postsession suiIIary analysis ca lead to analysis of

problems in training, such as confusions in thidiscriminEitions of certain
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Figure 12. The DITRMA station at CITH.

I J;

ro
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behavior categories. this analysis may lead to trainer classification

of certain Category operationai'definitions or the discovery of weak

observers who need additional attention.

A more detailed discussion of DITRMA, with examples of feedback

available to observers, is found in the software section.

5
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PART. II CATTS TECHNICAL MANUAL
st,

CHAPTER 3

Introduction

ti

Part I of this report was written to provide-an overview add functional

description of CATTS component'systems. This section provides the reader

withia technical overview and) detailed description of.CATTS constituent

systems, including design configuration, hardware and software systems.

The design configuration section discusses the SYStem as a whole, centering

on the PDP-12 computer and the various hardwa/e systems that interface with

it. A rationale for selection of the various hardware and software com-k

ponents is provided from the point of view of flexibility and effectiveness in

teacher training and data collection applications.

The hardware section describes ten specific input and output hardware

components used in the system, including the PDP -12 computer and its sup ort

components. This'section is organized according to the functions each com-
Ol

ponent performs.
M1'

The software section is the most extensive in the manual, and includes

software design descriptions of CATTS data collection dhd feedback functions.

Due to the'unique requirements
q

that the various' TTS functions place upon

i 71,System resources, all of'the real-ti software rout es were written by

TEL staff members. The:softwate,'desc iption is divided into two general

,sections; the first is an explanation f the interrupt-driven operating

system itself, and the second an expl ation of CATTS-related processes

such as data collection, feedback and data transmission routines, and the

DITRMA system routines. CATTS command 1 prred to inthe software

discussion are found in the appendix.
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System Configuratio*Overview

The general 'functional applications of CATTS were described in the

previous section, and Figure 1 provided an illustration of the system's

application in training and data collection situations. The DITRMA con-

sensus coding system was also described and the application of DITRMA to

training was illustrated in Figure 11. The central unit which

interfaces and regulates the real-time and data collection function of

CATTS is a PDP-12 computer. Figure 13 shows the PDP-12 computer con-

figuration with identification of the various I/O interface components

necessary to carry out the real-time functions of CATTS. The PDP-12 CATTS

console is located in the Teaching Education Laboratory of CITH and inter-

connects to training classrooms at Indiana University and sites

throughout the state of Indiana by directly connected observer button boxes

and TOUCH-TONE telephone networks. Descriptions of these various I/O inter-

faces, which are necessary for data collection and feedback, are described

in greater detail in the following sections of this manual.

ti
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System Design Considerations

Hardware.ite.prime consideration for hardware selection is the imple-

mentatien of a responsive intdrrupt-driven central processor. The nature

of the CATTS data collection functions places the requirements of many

simultaneous input devices on the system, and, due to the requirement

assigning an accurate time interval to every data entry, the system must

respond as quickly as possible to every external input event. Therefore,

to employ real-time data collection software, an interrupt-driven processor

such as the PDP-12 was selected for CATTS.

To further increase the responsiveness of the software, an Automatic

Ptiority.Interrupt (API) hardware system was included withiAhe processor.

'The API allowed the physical assignment of the various, input and output

/ devices to, be tied directly to different levels of the processor's interrupt

structure. This means that interrupt requests occurring'at a higher assigned

level of priority can interrupt processes taking place at a lower level of

priorityrand, upon conclusion of the high priority process, pass the

processor back to the low priority interrupted-process.

Another advantage gained by the API is that, when an external interrupt

occurs, processing time need not be taken up with identifying, the devicb

source of the interrupt. Instead, processor control can be passed directly

to the specific requesting hardware device.

The primary purpose of an API installation is to reduce the-time that

external I/O requests require for processing, thus maintaining the accuracy of

the assignment of event time to incoming data.. An API also assists in a

'

more efficient assignment of tasks that use the slower input and output

devices. For exaTple, printing, which is slow in comparison to internal

uv

41.



processing, can be simultaneotisly time-shared along with other processing

functions. This device and processing time-sharing capability increase

the flexibility and responsiveness of the CATTS, system.

Other hardware considerations employed in CATTS are centered around

installing I/O systems which include their own controllers as part of

their function. This is common in hardware devices, but due to the

speed required to.respond to external interrupts, the procfssor is

pendent upon as much outside I/O control as possible.° The PDP-12 con-

,, figuration employs many built-in.devices, such as a point and character

generator for the two CRT channels, a multifunction real -time clock, and
.

An interrupt-scanner controller for the digital I/O system. The most

impoTtin; prerequis1e in designing the hardware-observer interface is

to provide the simplest method of data entry for an observer, so that an

observer is able to focus his/homer attention priMarily on the interactive

behavior being coded. Thi designs object ve is)Met_by adaPting a 12-key

pushbutton keyboard similalr ta a,TOUCH-TONE telephone keyboard. The

observer enters combinations of pushbutton nilmbers to represent assigned

categories,then pushes the lower left-hand button TOUCH-TONE telephone

* ") key to enter the observed data into the system. The previous data

is not recorded until this,"ENTER" (" * ") key is pushed. If the observer

makes a mistake in the category numbers and recognizes the mistake before

pushing the "ENTER" key, the observer may push the lower right hand "SKIP"

key (TOUCH-TONE-Telephone " I " key). The "SKIP" key clears all data

-entered since the last-"ENTER"key and resets itself for a re-entry of

data.

3..

J.
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Since event time is automatically assigned by the_computer upon the

receipt of each "ENTER" key, the - observer is left free-to concentrate

on the behaviors being observed. When data is entered by the observer

into the keyboard, the compatticonfiguration of the pushbutton keyboard

permits uncomplicated entry.

Another consideration for employing a TOUCH -TONE keyboard is to

permit a positive transfer of data entry skills from directly connected4

boxes to TOUCH-TONE telephones for data entry. Observers ire than able

to transfer betyeen box and telephone input units-without retraining

The DATAMYTE portable data recorders are also,lapecially _Ordered) with the'

pushbutton pad altered intoNa TOUCH-TONE format. In order to deIsign the

CATTSHsystem for ,easeiof application in classrooms, easy\connection to

classrooms is of prime importance. To facilitate this connection, existing

closed-circUit television lines, are used to collect and fee2ack data

into classrooms. This adaptation of :an existing (CCTV),):Witching network

alloWs plug-in access throughout the public school complex_that is adjacent

to the CATTS hardware location. The care in selecting hardWare that
'4"

facilitates time-sharing applications, data entry, feedback applications

and classroom accesibility, ties into the increasedrcost-effectiveness of

implementing CATTS into developmental and training situations-1

the number of claisrooms or observation rooms that can be serviced by'One

-

hardwar;\facility decreases the cost involved to, serve those classrooms.

Accessinkilassroomi quickly without major equipment installations also

permits time-sharing of existing CATTS facilities across a wide range of

appliCations. By following the hardware esign considerations discussed'

6/1above,"many classrooms within a school omplexor, through TOUCH -TONE

(\,

telephone lines,.within a school district, can be served by one responsive

facility.
r)
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Software. As with the hardware Considerationst the development of a

responsive software time-sharing program,that takesfuil advantage of the
c/.

hardware is the most important i?k.' The ability of the software (a) to

respond quickly to external input events, (b) to process incoming observei

data from many simultaneous sources, and, (c)'to simultaneously'''Provide

output feedback to as many locations in as many forms as are required,

constitutes the flexibility; and' applicability of CATTS.

The design of the software to reduce the complexity of observer data

input and to increase the readability of feedback output is also an impor-

tant consideration. Great care is taken to red ce the potential impact

of complex computer technology on the people-who use and interface -'with
',. :

arri.

5J
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-CHAPTER 4
("N

Hardware Components

Figure 14 illustr tef the current PDP-12 system configuration

currently in use to con uct CATTS research and development activities..

The system consists of two basic configurations; .(1) the_eentral processor

unit and associated memory devices, and (2) input/output peripheral devices.

Figure 15 illustrates the same configuration, but reorganizes the configura-

tion into an inpUt and output hardware function diagram. Table 1 lists,

the component parts and model numbers of the Digital Equipment Corporation

(DEC) supplied system. This list does not include the support hardware

components which will be described below. ;

-- Central Processing Complement

Central processor. The PDP-12 central processor is a dual processing

-

*ystem with two instruction sets for assembly language programming applications.

One processor is a self-contained PDP-8I which is programmed with DEC PAL

assembly language syntax the primary language employed foi external I/O (

processing. The,ITP-8I PAL language organizes memory in 128-word pages

and is fully compatable Ath other programs written for PDP4I processors."

The IAL instructions are used for all communication to externally connected

I/O hardware, including,the RK8-EA disk unit, the UDC8 digital I/O subsystem,

the KWI2 real-time clock, the KF12 multilevel Automat4 Priority Interrupt,

and the communications and paper tape I/O units accessed through the BA12

perOheral logic'expander.
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Table 1

CITH/TEL PDP-12 COMPUTER SYSTEM=-

PDP-12/30 Advanced LINC Computer System including:
-PDP-12 Dual Instruction set Central Processor
- 4096 12-bit, 1.6 us Core Memory
- Direct MemorwhAccess Channel
-KF12 Multilevel Ailtpmatic Piiority Interrupt
-MC12 4K memory extenVion
- KW12-A Real-time Clock
-TC12 LINCtape. Autqmatic Control, fully buffered, DMA Transfer
-TU56 Dual Tape Trafisport - L1NCtape
- RK8-EA 1.6M word Disk Cartridge system (including controller)
-DW8E-PA Positive I/O Bus to OMNIBUS converter
- BA12 Peripheral logic expander
-VC12 LINCscope Control and Character Buffer, 2 Intensity Channels,

2 sized Charcters
-VR14 7" x 9" CRT Displ

/-AD12 Analog-to-Digital Converter and Multiplexer, 16 Channels (8 knobs),,
10-bit acc racy, Sample and Hold, Differential Preamplifiers, 69
kHz conve ion rate, e*psdable to 32 Channels

- DR12 6 Progr ble SPDT Relays
-Data Terminal Panel
- LA30 DECwriter, 30 Char/Sec.
-ASR-33 'teletypewriter, 10 Char/Sec, aper,Tape Reader and Punch
-6 Sense Switches
- Hardware Signed Multiply Ins n (9 us)
- 15 Auto-Index Registers
- 12 Sense Line Inputs
- KE12 EAE Unit (Extended Ari etic Element)
-KP12 Power Fail/Restart
-VR14 Slave CRT
-PC12 High-speed Reader/Punch
-DCO2 Multiplexed 4-Channel co unications unit
-UDC8 Digital I/O 'system /Inplit'and Output Buffering and Interrupt

Logic
- 30" Freestandi Cabinet
- Console Table

ea
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j
The LINC instruction set is used to program and control the LINC

processor, ..whIch is a,special processor used to control devices such as

'the TC12 LINCtape units, the VR14 displar-scopes, the DR12 relay buffer,

IT and the AD12 16 channel analog-to-digital converter unit. These devices

are not accessible to the PAL language and, in order to make full use of

the PDP-12 system control is passed back and forth between the LINC and

PDP-8I processats for maximum use of devices and codb efficiency. The

LINC instruction set organizes memory into 1024-word segments and contains

its own set of auto-indexing registers similar to the PDP-8I instruction

set. The power of the LINC instruction set is its access to the LIN tape

7
controller, the display controller (together with both the point and

character display buffers), and the A-D converter controller for fast ex-
,

ternal signal-sampling applications.

Both instruction sets have full capability to process numerical and

control types of code, but the instructions differ in control of external

I/O hardware processing. The CATTS software system uses both instruction

sets interchangeably towards the most efficient Use of the total hard-

.,

ware complement.

MUltilevel Autopatic Priority Interrupt (API). Table 2 lists the

current device assignments for the API hardware device unit connected to

the central processor. The function of the API is to pass control to

designated I/O routine if an interrupt occurs on any specific priority

level. The API saves the current machine level and arithmetic registers,

then pas.ses control to the interrupting level, and-restores the current

machine level and arithmeticregisters,when the interrupting process is

completed. The advantage of the API is that interrupts of a higher
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Table

Automatic riority Interrupt (API) Level Assignments,

API Priority Level DeVice

(Decimal)

0

1

2

3

4 ,

5'

6

7

8

9

ld

11

12

13

14

15,

0

-1

2

3

4

5

15'

7

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

4

-K1012 Power Fail/Restart Unit

-TC12 LINCtape Unit

-KW12 Realtime Clock

(Unused) t

-LA30 Console Teleprinter Unit

-LA30 Console'Keyboard Unit

-ASR-33 Auxillary Keyboard Unit

-ASR-33 Auxillary Teleprinter Unit

(Unused)

-RK8-EA Disk Unit

-BA12 Peripheral Logic Expander withDCD2 Communication
Unit and PC12 RDR/PNCH Unit

-UDC8 Digital I/O Subsystem

(Unused)

(Unused)

(Unused)

-Background/Machine Processing Level

(Po
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a

'pTiority than those currently, being executed can take control of the

processor, and lower priority interrupts that occur during the-current

proclasing of a higher priority interrupt can be saved and processed

in order. -of priority -after current higher prarsiiy processing is complete.

tealAtime programmable clock. The clock is used +or the main

timing functiOns of the operating system by supplying interval time

buffers to routines thmAtquiretiming information. Time is used in

the CATT1'opOrating system for visual CRS' displays, data interval

timings, andand time-out routines employed in data colleCtion and DITRMA

ID

training. The clock is also used to decode the prerecorded audio

location signals present on the control track of the tape recorder

used in ,the auditory feedback system.

, Ts,

Extended Arithmetic Element (ENE): The PDP-12 CPU (Central Processing

Unit) has an extended arithmetic processing unit to assist in mathematical

processing by using the.MQ (Multiplier Quotient) register as an additional

12-bit extention. The EAE permits the use of an additional set of PDP-8I

instructions for 24-bit arithmetic prlcessing.

Auto-index registers. Both PDP-8I PAL and'LINC instruction sets

make use of hardware auto-index registers for programming

These registers have different functiCns deperidir!g

'
set being used and the application required.

Power fail/restart.

applications.

the instruction

The power, fail/restart-system provides

hardware that detects a potential droP or approaching drop in the AC power

level to the processor. %%This causes an interrupt to level 0 of the API,

which saves the current wahine level and register status before the actdal
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14
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power fail occurs. When power is rerstored, the hardware automatically

restores the original machine status and continues processing witht

loss of data or important Information processed prior to power faii0re.

Hardware signed multiply instruction. The LINC instruction set

provides a 9As signed multiply instruction for increased arithmetic

processing.

Memory and storage
1, (

i

Core memory:
N

The PDP-12 core memory is,an 8, 12-bit word

configuration which is organized in two 4K Stacks for4ithe PDP-8I assembly

language requirements, and into eight.1K stacks for LINC gtogramming.

Any portion ofamiemory is avail *o both processors.
i

LINCtape units. The PDP-12 sy em also supports two LI4C-

tape unit which are switch eleCtable for logical unit assignments

from un through 7. Each unit's internal data organization-

is identical to that of the disk unit internal organization in

that each unit contains 896 blocks of data with 400 oct'l

12-bit words each.' Program and/or data inforeation is read

or written in these 400 octal word blocks minimum for the type

units and half block (200 octal words) minimum for the\disk

logical dhits, 'The LINCtape units are programmed, through the LINC

assembly language instruction set,

Disc unit A 1.6 M word (12-bit) moving head disk cartridge

device is available to the central processor for data and program

transfer. ile-disk is organized logically into seven contiguous

LINCtape units that are accessed through the disk instructions found

in the PDP-8I assembly language instructions. The -logical unit

assignments are 10 through 16.

y-f
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Direct Memory Access channelsi(DMA). Communication to-and from

the central processor is through the DMA on a 'data break cycle scheme.

This permits data and program transfer units without loss of program

control. A tape and disk unit interrupt structure allows program,-

response to be keyed to the completion of tape and disk transfers.

Input Hardware
//

UDC8 I/O input subsystem. The Universal Digital I/O subsystem contains,

incoming interrupt identification and scanning controller to isolate ex-
)

eternal events:such as button presses and a scanning controller to identify

- the specific source of the interrupt. When the source is identified, the

The 12-bit interrupt module of he UDC8 corresponds, to any of the 22

possible parallel data 'input ports originating from the directly connected

observer button.boxes Or TOUCH-TONE telephone Data Sets (Module 403-E

Data Set). Thi-correspondence from any coder-initiated external button

press interrupt is to 12 sets of'4-bit, voltage sense points that are

sampled -irom the central processor and processed as BCD coded data. These

4-bit codes allow entry of up-to 16 separate citegories'for numerical and

i control character processing. Currently, the numbers 0 through 9, and

the control characters "ENTER" (send) and "SKIP" (clear) are used., The

four,remaining unused codes are available to,CATTS. for additional control

or data characters for future applications which may require them.

Console keyboards. The central processor has available two console

inputkayboards for external operator control. The CATTS monitor re- °

ceives its directives from a 10 CPS ASR-33 keyboard. All communication

with the CATTS monitor Originates from this keyboard. An auxilliary

P
L/
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30'cps keyboard is also available to CATTS and is used for independent
r 1,3

communication to external time-sharing computing systems for data transfer.

This 30 cps 0430 operates, independently fromthe CATTS monitOr. In case

of a ASR-33 malfunction, CATTSItonitor control can be transferred to the

LA30.

Input communication_ports. There are four multiple d asynchronous

ASCII input ports available tp the central'Procesior for external informa-

tion input 'requirements. These' ports accept.standard -bit character trans-

mission and present an assembled characte° buffer to the central processor
4,1

for processing: Two 300-baud ports are currently assigned to Data Sets

for external communication to computer time-sharing systeins. The remain-

ing two ports. sire :connected tOthe ,Electro-Generals model 804 DATAMYTE dee

coding units whieh decode observation information dollected on cassette

tapeS with the DATAMYTE model,DAC-8 portable, collection units. The cassette

datd"tdPes are decoded.and translated into 8bit.ASCIJ characters,and trans-

mitted tt, the pc0 2 communication portS'di 110 baud.
.

High-speed paper tape reader., A 300 cps paper tape reader unit is

4
also available for data and program input. Its use is restricted only to

those times when both the disk and tape units are nonfunctional.

Eight-channel Analog to Digital (A7-D) converter. The LINC processgr

and its instruction set can accessa multiplexed eight - channel. A-D converter

device, Currently CATTS does not require the use of this devIce.

Twelve external sense lines. The central processor so has a 12-bit

external voltage sense bufferAhat can be sampled directly through the LINC

instruction set. This 12-bit buffer is currently used to detect coding.

4
box "on-offm'status for the CATTS operating system.



Output Hardware .

UDC8 I/O Output The three output 'compOnents available to

CATTS from the-UDC8 are the solid -state flip /flop output lines, the relay

control lines, and the four-channel multiplexed Digital

r r. Through program central, any of these three

selected to perform an output function/ CATTSuses t e

flop output lines to control'sMall LED°(Light-Emittin

to Analog (D-A)

components can be

solid-state flip/
L

Diode) feedback

signal lights located on each of the directly connected button boxes.

relay control lines are used to operate,: under computer control, video and

4 0

audio remote - control tape recorders, and the necessary connections needed

to control and answer-back signals required,by tie various datilphones

,D-A converter is used to generate frequency-coded signals on the alter-

tebi control track of an audio tape recorder which is used tojocate

the appropriate message for-playback during the audio feedback application.

This is accopplished by using the D-A to generate a tone of a specific

frequency.'

Console Printers. The two printers associated.with the two console

keyboards are used in the CATTS operating system. The CATTS monitor printer

is the ASR-33 and it types qut proMpts, status messages, anderror messages
;

when requested or generated from the operating system. BecaUse 61*
o

reduced and periodic print genated from the monitor, the

speed of the ASR-33 is more than adeq ate for. the, function

For"other,printing needs; such as

ti

generated,from a

printer is
!

'Led.

dependent of the

cps print*

or data tape duMps and print"'_

remote-time-sharing system he fastTrLA30:30:cps-matrix

This printer; like the LA30 keyboard, is completely in-

`),

AT S monitor.
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qmilkix communication-Ports. Tht multiplexed f9ur-channe1 asynchronous

eiutput ASCII character ports represent the companion unit ,to the input

(fez Y-------miunication scheme described above. SinCe the DATAMYTE 608 decoders do

not require output characters from the PDP-12 system, only two of the four

outputports are used, These,two, 3.00-baud ports correspond with the two.

Data' Phones that communicate with the remote time-sharing systems. These

two parts, with ASCII' input and output capability; alloW the CATTS operating

system, through a time - sharing" scheme, to become a remote terminal for

data transfer to and from the CATTS PDP-12 system and the-time-sharing

system.

High -speed paper tape punch. The SO cps paper tape punch .is used)by

CATTS as a back-up data dump in case of a data storage malfunction both

the tape and d4sk storage units.

CRT Displays. Two independent CRT' displays with and characteT

generation sub-Processors are available to-the PDP-12'system through LINC

mode instructions. CATTS usestthe(displays for instantaneous visual feed-

.-

back applications. Data is dispiayed on the CRT scre ns located in the
. /

laboratory and transmitted to the remote classrooms via closed-circuit

television.

Support Hardwa e Components.

te

.4-

Solid-sta data entry button b

.

oxes. Figure 16 is a schematicrepresenta-

tion of the directly connected-parallerc`data button res usly,by the A-
.

-..:.__ ,

servers to enter data into CATTS. The encoded keyboard circuit and the bus
. .

, .

.

. ,
,

driver circuit
.

combine to provide the UDC8 input sense lines and interrupt,

lines with a 4-bit data code and a single line interrupt pulse. The re-

maining lines into the'button box provide power to the solid -state modules,

i ,r.

coder feedback ,light jontroli, box on/offsenseficircUit, and common signal
(

power grounds. MY 7-
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DATAMYTE model 608 coupler/deCoder. Two couplers and two cassette

ta -Ccliders are connected to the PDP-12 through the DCO2 communicatio

ports at 110\baud. CATTS collects, the data as ASCII characters and converts

the characte \into an internal code identical to the code collected by the

.directly connected button boxes. "Thus, at any - -later time, the'couplers

can simultaneously process DATAMYTE data with the collectiOn:of real-time

,/r
data.

TOUCH-TONE Data Set. The Bell telephone model 403-E TOUCH-TONE Data

Set converts the TOUCH-TONE telephone signals into a 4-hit parallel signal

together with a strobe or interrupt signal for real-time data collection

from remote classroom locations. Each remotely located TOUCH-TONE

telephone requires a corresponding 403-E Data Set for decoding data signals.

The visual application of a real-time TOUCH-TONE data collection system is

to outfit a school with telephone jacks, in selected classrooms and provide

observers with a plug-in TOUCH-TONE telephone to carry from classroom

to classroom.

%ASCII code Data Set. A Bell telephone 103-B Data Set is used for

two-way communications between a remote computing center time-sharing

system and CATTS for raw data transfer to mass storage files, and for

remote transmission of CATTS summary feedback generated by CATTS on the

PAP -12 to telephones located in schools where TOUCH-TONE

data collection is taking place.`.

Automatic Calling Unit (ACU). A Bell telephone 801-A 'Automatic

Calling Unit is used by CAT I to automatically place a call to the remote

time-sharing service for data transmission to user storage files. The

ACU removes. the, necessary PDP-12 operator intervention after each data.

Collection session is completed and data transmission is required.
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CATTS is programmed to automatically call the computer center after each

session, establish contact with the'time-sharing system, transmit the data,

and verify success of transm'ssion.

Remote- control. Vide ape Recorders. Two Sony AV300/AV320F 1-inch

.remote-controllablf tape recorders are connected to'CATTS through the

UDC8 relit buffer. The tape recorders are used in the DITRMA system where

the tape stopping and starting is under program control.

Remote-control Audio Tape Recorders. Two TELEX model 1022 audio tape

recorders are connected through the UDC8 relay buffer for remote-control

operations tied to the auditory feedback system. The recorders are stopped, °

started, rewound, fast forwarded, and placed into record mode by CATTS in

order to fulfill the functions required.

TOUCH-TONE telephone to UDC8 interface. A solid-state interface., was

designed to translate the'signals generated by the 403-E Data Set, making
leg

-them compatible with,the sense-line inputs located *xt the UDC8 interface.

The translation of these signals then corresponds to'the, same voltaic range

of the directly connected button boxes. This translation permits CATTS to

process the incoming data signal the:same for all real-time data collec-

tion devices.

Miscellaneous Audio-visual equipment. In order to operate DITRMA and

display CATTS immediate visual feedback, various pieces of audio-visual

equipment are used. This equipment is not directly connected to the PDP=12.
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CHAPTER 5

Software Operating System Componerts

Operating System: An Overview\
gar

The CATTS real-time foreground/baCkground operating system was
f .

developed at CITH using the DEC DIAL -MS operating system. .The

core limitation prompted system development in,the early stages of

CATTS research and has since evolved into a flexible and responsive

system that meets the specific requirements of, CATTS appliAtions.

The basic design of the real7time operating system is comprised

of foreground I/O handlers and a background processing loop. The

) -

foreground handlers are assigned to different levels Of the APIlocand
-__

/
.. d ,I

the background loop contains thelOT refresh arltaSk s,Ohedular

routines. The system is controlled through a console teleprinter
1

monitor routine which permits operator c..,4trol of and assignment of

all CATTS functions. The resi4t operating system resides in field

0, and various CATTS application routines reside .in field 1. "When

called, some application rou4pes remain core-resident, hi other

quick-run utility routines (frint, stat , etc.L) are scheduled into a

shared 2K utility area of core.8 All app
lc
ation routes may be

, e

loaded or unloaded through monitor control. A memoryimap is main-

.tained,and current core status reports are 'made available through the

monitor.

The system is generalized to accept data from Any tape of obser-

vationvation system, and, in turn, to do reformat the data into standardized data

P.,3;



file structpres. Backup routines for system storage malfunctions are

)

also part of the core-resident system and they are able`

to automatically exchange disk, tape, and paper tape han lers in order

to insure against data loss.

The primary requirements that the operating system was designed

/

to process are: 1) simultaneous data collection from three different

sources, 2) real-time CRT feedback on two independent channels, and

3) an intermediate data storage and transmisn facility for data

transfer to a remote computer time-sharing system.

Data Collection. The three data collection sources (parallel

input button boxes TOUCH7JONE telephone input, and DATAMYTE cassette
0; 4_

tape input) are processed simultaneously through a-foreground/back-

f' ground interrupt design. The API hardware systeM provides the facil-

.4y for responding to external input events in the foreground mode

-
. -1,

by placing 'the data onto. background sticking routine for delayed

processing. Time intervals between data entries are .appended to each

indivi ualintomingAata point by the foreground input and clock hand-
3

lers. Incoming DATAMYTE data carries its own icorresponding digit time

intervals,and skips the clock routine.

Aleal-Time CRT Feedback. The two CROeedback displays are re-

freshed from' the background display loop. Display buffers are filled

informatiop extracted. from assigned incoming data streams. De- .

pending upon the' observation systpm being,4 d o collect the data and

the type of CRT feedback to be displayed, different routines are 1 aded

and scheduled during d collection. These individualized dis

processing routines 'are the only components within, the real-t

46

gener-
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alized system that require continuing program development for f6edbayk

applications.

Intermediate Data Storage.4ua Transmission. Due toanitcipated

time-lags and down-time peliods in the remote computer time-sharing

service, an intermediate data storage disk unit contains completed

observation session data files. Each completed data collection ses-

sion schedules a data sort routine to extract data points corre§ponding

to that input source from an interlaced data scratch file, and appends

thesorted data file onto the Ii file unit. When the remote

time-sharing system is available, each file is automatically trans-

mitted to mass storage through a scheduled background loop transmission

routine.

Printed data summary processing and analysis is performed on the

remote computer time-sharing system. Upon completion of a coded

observation session and automatic transmission of the data onto mass

storage files, the operator nay log onto the remote computer-.

service from Any time-sharing terminal and may request various sum:

maries of selected data files. The decision to transfer_all user

summary processing to a larger system is prompted by: 1) more effi-

r'N_
cient and larger storage facilities 2) multiple user access to data

"
files, and 3) various summary and analysis programs available in higher

level languages.-

r. t'Y

b
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. Operating System (0.S.): Functional Description

This section covers the software implementation of the CATTS data

collection and feedhackfunctions. CATTS requirements are 1) to collect

data from three sources to provide various real-time, instantaneous

audio and video forms of, feedback during the data collection, and 2) -Co

generate a printed form of feedback: at the end of the lesson.

The operating system developed is required to support those various

real-time tasks and to fit the PDP-12's memory and interrupt-handling

hardware. Specifically, the operating system is a set of

procedural rules that manage these computer resources, handle program

fly, increase the adaptability of application programs by handling

standardizVC-Ig input/output functions, and provide program organization

guidelines. The CATTS applicatiorPpregrams also make useef the hardy

ware I/O features and conform \o the procedural rules,l.adopfedfor the

operating system.

0.S. Resources: Features and Use

The teletype hardware 'interfaces, although programmed somewhat

f.

differently, have a standard software interface. The standard console
4..m., .

. D
.

teletype and the additional teletype interface, option DPI2-A, are

. . t . .

interchangeable, as is the command console'. The command console is a
,--, ,
;

-, . ,.

.,--, li
sh d device for irlp3,radtive routines, programmed coritrol functions,

v .

rror message printint Any of the four DCO2-D-stations are

e

1

selectable at program run time, and interchangeable from,the command

console. The high-speed paper tape unit is interfaced in thIsame man-

ner as a teletype unit, -even though the tape reader require0a ''fetch
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charaater" initiating,instruction.

The LINCtape and disk have a similar block data transfer structure.

These units are shared and interchangeable for data and program storage

functions.

The UDC8 unit is hardware dedicated to particular CATT I/O applica7

tions. The button box function can have each box individually assigned to

a different use, such as data collection, DITRMA,-or interactive operator

control.

The computer lab data panel, which includes relays, A-D channels, and

,programmable Schmidtt-triggered clock inputs and,controls is also hardware

dedicated to individual]. functions.

The programmable clock is able to have taSkS added to itstim Ag func-

tiv049, Initially, it,proyidesa,-eal-time)interval interrupt, that is shared

)bkperating system routines and application programs. /I

..Individual data bits of the hardware Special.Fundt

program' control are read and manipulated-at will for h

programming code efficiency;
_,

,

The software interrupt structure is augmented by an Automatic Priority

Interrupt( (API) hardware option so that a single -level interrupt feature

is not. used. The LILAC mode instruction interrupt trap feature has also

ion register fot

irdwarg/soctware )

not been implemented.

/

The CRT, display scopes are program refreshek4nd refresh routines are

added by the CYS. as neededfor TTY "printer" type displays and data colyec-

\_/
tion'feedbackAisplays.

The, left and right console switchei and'the-program control sense
I 4,

switches'on the programmer's console are used by only one routine at a time
4

under operator selection.'The-external level sense lines ire hardWiied with

3



some of the UDC8 module I/O boards. There are E2 external sense lines.

7 Memory is shared according to two methods. One methodshares'a pirti-

tion of Memory as though it were a device of its own, and the other method

accepts absolute,address prograt loads.,

') re

Multi-tasking J.

A task is qne o*the cooperating routines that collectively constitute
\

2

a plroiram. Some tasks that handle a particular device take their computer

time through the jumper wire assigned to a priority interrupt level of the API.

Thera is no softare priority asignment or arbitration for non- interrupt`

tasks because the PDP-12 sloes net have/the necessary stack instructions for

code to be shay ,..1 acrias priority le'els. Initia ng requests for.thesc

non-interrupt tasks are lined up in an AttentioA tack. The code that con-
,

tinues to 100? at the background level of the API deletes these requestS to

rhindled in ki\sequential*nner. Or'

Therefore, thz9m6 the Attention Stack, external interrupting events

initiate badkforoUnd tasks that 'can use shared and re-entrant ode.

% ,
.

A background task can theni.;in turn, initiate an external event which

-lit-that..;' ,,..--' may _be a uses another interitut)tAiVite to initiate output to a .

printer, tuini,tiateica disk-aeadi or disk write instruction.
a .,

y,,,

If there are ti9lsother-tasks which use spOific device, a taskiican
. ,

1

;;

410.i

, muse the dedicated device at will. But, if"the device is iliared, requests
/ pi t.. i.

for it must be itackedfor sequential handling. The Scheklesroutine per-
t.._

f9rm'sthislfunaion and can be called on17)from background tasks. An Eject
... , ..

# .... .
6 .

function handles the kans, itions.from,one request to the next for all device

handlers.
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p
Generally, there are two methods of inter-task communication. The first,

from au' external interrupting vent through the Attention Stack to a background

; I

task, 4orresponds to the input step. The second, from'a9hackground.task to

1 an external interrupting event', -'possibly using the Schedular, corresponds to
,'.

4

the output s-cep. The buffOing and compute stWgenerallx occurs at_the
,

background level whetli matk packages and buffering routines can he shared

'Some dev.ice resources are used only by, a particular1)rogram to execute
\

a spe4fiC hardware function. hthers, like keyboard input, May. have several

Uses, such as being dedicated to a program pnly,while that program is core

144,
lk

resident with that.seected device:. Other device resources; like ,the disk

and printers, are shared by several programs. that are loaded simultaneously:

"
The generafpiomenfO implementing tie cAffs (1.s. is to conceptualize

.

systenjrquirements as ee ',separate ste0s of 1) input, 2) compute, and
.

---,

3) outputs, '-nce inputjind oufftut run at different.speeda,'intermediate
. ,

, .

buffering is required and grouped with the compute step. '

c:

Also, si e most CATTS programs use,4Ore than one OeVice, it is convenient.
...,.

.. ''

to separate use o( each devic into a teeilarpte routine. Therefore each.'r. ,-- .

:..

r

i
-' application

progru1rtakes

the form of a set of co:routines,,with some common

\
'''',-, _

, ' i
1,P 1

1 .

data areaS\shareeby two or more of the co-routines.
. ....

.

Examples:

a) '

INRUT

Cinitiate
C at each

character)"
4 _

/
,

J

ECHO TO-
PRINTER.

`13)

-

4
`(Passive--
on background
loop)

DISPLAY

-WRITE TO
TAPE-

coiv"--

c).

CHARACTER.,BUFFERt .;

(Initiates On
buffer full)

ti

N
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Altention Stack,

As the PDP-12 does not have the necessary stack instructions for code to

be. Shared across API levels, a combined interrupt and polling, method allows

ehdracters from different devices with different'API priorities to he handled

by the same program.

A small'routine that uses only the AC (Accumulator) rand MQ (Multiplier

Quotient) central processor registerscan he shared becauSe the AC and MQ are

automatically pushed onto a register "Save, stack by the API,when an interrupt

is serviced, The API hen vectors machine control to, digcrete handler code,

which clears and responds to the interrupt. The handler may want to continue

processing at thed)ackground level, or it may cause a character to be paSsed

.

to the batkgroUnd level. IS do either, an item is queued into the Attention

,. Stack. -''

t

Stack Deseript4n.gEach item on the Stack co sists of two 12-bit words.
A i 1

1

One ,of of fhe words is,' the 12 -hit address of the waiting background routine. The
.

,

three higher ordered _bits of the second word indicate the field of the waiting
.,..:.,,

.
. . .

background routine. The other-nine bits are passed to. the wait\p background'.

, '.

' routine and can be the dgta character read. jf 'requited, the indiCator of a

.

, device from which ayharacter originated can also be encoded into the 9 -bit

t
character field.

( .

Input Enable. Each handler has an, input enable.field ,r4giSter and addresg..

register. When iiipu/ is enabled, the field and address registers contain the
.

. 4. .

,

15 -hit address'of--theAgaiting background routirie.
,

When input is disabled, the
es,

enable address contains -a 'tern. ,

h handler tan relad_the chn'acter, set the field bit4 and load the field
_

into the MQ. The handler then transfers the enable address into the 4M7.'
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or
The routine that places the field and address words onto the stack will

test the AC. If that value is zero, these words will not be placed onto the

Stack before the machine is restoreu to the "before-interrupt" status. If

nonzero, these words are-insvted Onto the Stack using an auto-indei register.

Interrupts are teMlorarily suspended so that the:two words are not separated

by another Word.pair,- since this insert routine isShared across. all API levels,

A 'The polling is dqne in a background loop (API level 178) which_monitors

the Attention Stack insert pointer. When the Stack Db et routine detects a

Orstack entry,'it removes that stack item .and passr the character field to

the waiting background task. When the task is completed, the polling monitor

'returns to the Delete routine to. look for additiOnal entxies on the Stack.-

The insert. pointer isires-et 'when the stack deleting process is complete.

Control is passed...to the waiting background routines from the Attention
. .

1 - , r
% .

e Stack delete code with a POW instruCtion. The last command of all waiting

background routines is a RESTORfiinstruction which'returns control, to the

a 4

Delete routine. g routines, "'RESTORE allows multiple entry.points

to that_routine. . Entry at those poin4s can be made as an unconditional transfer

using d'IMP instruction,,or as a subroutine call usiAlg the PUSHJ instruction.

-.The delete code iS a task, in the background loop. The other tasks in the
. ,

loop are normal displays. -Waiting background tasks acquzoomachine time

.

,00only wizen requested through the Attention Stack.

/Ichedtlar

''Severai deVices are shared hy the application programs;. disk, UDC8

console printer; etc Requests for. these delAces Triusi he stacked if ,a requested

device, is, busy-with an earlier requeSt(
,

-,,'
.

.
.
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Requests. Each request for a shared device. s made to a routine called

the ScWiular, and e.ach request has space reserved for the tag to another
0

request, should it.be needed, The specific format is:

,TAD DEVICEN

JMS SCHEDS

0

0

(Request)

Tag area and

Request busy flag

This tag' area is. also the individual !'quest "busy" flag. A zero value

-,indicates .the "not bus. state.

Device requests are slacked hv nutting the address of the requesting

routine in the busy flalLarea'of the preVioUsly scheduled request. Thus, the

request:list has the format of a- forward-linked list.

For eXample, if three request are pending on a particular device, they

would look like this:

JMS SCHEDS
R2

10
R1, (Request)

Field 1
CIF.00
JMS SCHEDS
R3

. 4 1 0

R1'2;. (Request),

CIF 00,
JMS scntps.,.

2

do

R3, (Request)

id
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Device Control Blocks. Each' shared handler, has a Device Control Bloc

(DCB), which is a set of parameters that are kept for the scheduling fundtion.

Each DCB table is linked to the other DCB with the same format employed in

device requests. Position in this list is optimized with respect to the

number of times requests will he scheduled. The trunk list for scheduling

is'this7DCB list. Because the GETNXT subroutine is used for traversing this

list, it is delimited by the device--not by.value. Besides itsown linking

elements, eachDCB has a list header for that device's- request list.

Besides the linking element, each DCB is identified device numyer

which is item 1 on a DCB table. Item 2 1s the list header for that device's

request list. It is also used for the device busy'Value. Items 2, 3, and .

4 are for handler initiation. Item 4 is initially a copy of the address'of

item,2 and can be manipulated by the.handler or the request. An- example of

a-DCB list formatis given Alow.

(item)

0

DEVICE CONTROL BLOCK:,

42code)

-

(text''' DCB-address)

(Next DCB field)

(N)

(cOmments)

/,DCB number

2 / Current request address
.

CIF CF 00 or CDFbo- urrent request fiekd

JMP I..

2

(Handler)

orx$KP

2 A/ Handler address
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Linked-List Format. The particular linked-list fiormat,used in the request

a
it lists for each device and in the devide list itself, uses two locations imme-

diately pretedijk the item in order to, point to the next item. The first word

of these two next pointers is the 12-hit address of the next item on the list.
:(2

its six, seven,.ana eight of the second locationAndicate the field of the next

i em. The last item on a list has a special end-of-list value in its next

pointers.

There are several lists which the Schedular does not use, such as the

background clock job expeditor list of the background display loop list.

j
Traversing a stream is done with a subroutine calle0,GETNXT which moves

(

4-its pointer registers from,one modeion the stream to the next. It also gives

a differential exit When the mode As the end of the list. That end of list

value is the device - not -busy value.

Schedular Operation: The Schedule subrOutine is called with the devide

number for each request being scheduled. If the. request busy flag.is set,

scheduling ends. If not busy, the flag is set to the device-notbusy value,

thus simplifying the Eject function. The selected DCB is located and its btisy'

1

flag.As tested. If busy, this location and the next will point to theTfirst

,

and current item in this device's request list. To add this request to the.

list, the end of the list is located and its next request pointers are altered.

from the device-not-busy .to the '15-bit address of the request to be scheduled.

If the device is not,currently busy, this request can be immediately
16'5

initiated. The DCB's current request pointers are set to this request,

the handler is initiated by passing control to the field word of-item 2:

The.return to the Attention Stack Delete routine is accomplished by a
,

; RESTORE instruction. The Schedular is called using the JMS instruttion"with

CJ LI
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the selected device number in the AC. The routine's entry point is in field C

at location 177 8, so iriafrect addeessingis not necessary for the JMS call.

The Schedule subroutine ends with an eventual RESTORE,and the JMS gives the

Schedularthe'12-bit address of the request. The data field register indicates
4

the three field bits of t1 request.

Handler and Eject. A handler can treat a request as parameters to he used

for transfer efdnfotmation or the, handler will pass control directly to the

request for execution. Item 3 of a DCB list indicates this.

When the request has been completed,Wdevice handler Inust be passed

to to next request or-be-setto.the not-bpSy. value. The Fject fAtion

accomplishes this. This function is called either from the handler or the

request at any API level, and it cueS.itsown routionto the Attention Stack.
J.

.

The Efect function is done at the bacqtpund to synchronize with requests and
''

to share routines and cede withthe.5afiedule function.

The Eject function is called with the nOmber of the device tolae ejected.

The DCB of that device is located and the address of the next requesZ,in line
,

is obtained from the uneivi'equest" pointers'of'the current request. The "next

request" pointers of the current request (which functiens,--as the busy flag)

arecleared upon completion. Then, the code of'theSchedule function which,

initiates the handJer is used to reset the,DCB's currentrequest pointersand

to reinitiate the handler. If the current request:is nO4',t a end-of-list

markeri.e., the handler-not-busy value--the handle; ik not initiated before

the ending RESTORE instruction.

,The'values for the device handler-lot-busy.indicator are addresS = 2,

fiend =0 . If an 16terrupt sends a handler)to that location, the RESTORE
T
-
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. instruction that is permanently stored there will essentially ignore this

interrupts

DCB List Devices. The devices on the DCB.list-are grouped into three

areas; the first group consistsof the console and auxiliary (DPI2-A)

teletypes, the peripheral I/O expander (BA12) with four ASCII ports (DCO2-E),

and the high-speed paper tape reader and punch. These have enable addresses

and keyboard handlerS fcrd input, and 'DCBs and printer handlers for output.

Theeena5le values are associated with,ihe DCBs, and they are the two, loca-

tions immediately preceding the linking locations. The enable address is

the DCB number location kidus three and the field bits minus four.

The second group consists` of the mass storage,deviCes, disk and LINCtape

units.

The third group its the Utilit Area whichilunctions as'a memory parti-
./

tion device.

41

Device Handlers

Mass Storage Handlers. Sinee the LINCtape ind disk functiinis4saVba
0

similar blocked transfer format, requestjormats are the same for these two

devices. The 1INCtape. unit ,har a' device assignment numbor 20
8

and the

disk, number 30 ,Thegeneral request format is listed below.

--1,40.SS STORAGE HANDLER

-(up) . (cpbE)

1

2 .

4 -PARMP,

..6

4.

TAD DEVICEN'
JMS SCHEDS
0

0

0 or 4000
PARMP
Wtify here)

L

of Pagel
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Item 0 is the tag area. Item 1 is the read or write operation indicator.

Rit zero of this word is cleared to read or set to write. The remaining hits

of this word must be cleared. Item 2 is a pointer to a table that indicates.

how °much information is to he transfered to/from where in memory from/to where

on.) the device. This abliE must he in the same field as the request.

The disk is divided by DIAL-MS (DEC program development' software) into
A6:

seven logical units, and. that same convention is employed by the n.S.--disk'

handler -. So3 item 4 for the disk can range from zero to six, for the LINC tape,

from zero to seven. Item 5 indicates which program or data block of the
.

. ,, --.,

selected unit is to be used in the transfer, and item 6 indicates;: the memof
.*.

locations to he used. Transfers must Occur on page boundaries,with l'he page

number indicating the first page to be used. For example, page 418 is the

second page of the second field. Item 7 Ilitlicates the quantity of pages t6

be transfered, and thi$, must he greater than zero. The LINCtape is capable

Hof .sferingonly twopage blocks, so item 7 must alway/libe an even num*r.
.

1/But the disk option of t sfering half blocks (i.e., single pages) is imple-
,

4 mented by the,disk handler, So item 7, number of pages, can he any integer

number for disk transfers.

The handler fir

request address. !iext,

Illiread or write hit from the contents of the 11

Amster/parameter pointer is used to obtain the

necessarY.information; and, afte the blocks have been read or written and

. checked, the normal exit istaken.
.1 ct,

'Control is returned to item 3 through 01 AttentioilStack from the handler
'

t
when the transfer iS complete or the haedler yi,1 ivaborted in an 4ttempt to

Ittk
/

iransferok The 'is cleared' 1f successful or, if not, a200
8
.character is

.

/ .

e.
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returned from the handler. This request will have already been ejected,

-causing the busy flag to be clearedby the time the notify routine:, item 3,

takes control.

Each handler does error checking and reattempts the transfer if possible.-

The LINCtape handler uses two tests included in the PIP (Peripheral4nterchange

Program). Each read or write command issued is accompaed by a

maintenance register test to check if the tape is in motion. This test is

positive when the unit is not thumhwheel (operator) selected, when the remote

select switch is not set to "on," or when the write lock is on during an

attempted write. A background clock job allows the transfer foity seconds

for completion. ..If it does not complete in that time,-the tape un error

iexit is called.
t'.4t

.?1

The disk controller gives extensive error information plus an inter.--

on transfer jrohlems. Some types of rrofs may be recovered by.einitiating

the.call, while Others are unrecOverable. A'veealibration proctre is used

after some errors to realign the disk, by moving the head back to the zero position

on the cylinder. Retrys are done twice before the attempt status flag is

cleared andithe disk error indicator is returned to the D.S.
ne,

Printer Handlers. Device indepewlence is provided by a standard interfac
.. .

,--.

between the various TTY-output handlers and the application
,

routines that

i

.

,

request.a printer. Device
\

sh.aring is accomplished by ,queuing up those 4pplica-
.

e

tion routines. The standard interface also allows the device tobe selected

at run Mime, with -time linkage between the hattler:and the' re4Wpft.,4

If heapplication.program is using a shared printer, itlimist schedule .

its printing co- routine on that device. .711ese prinUng request.dis.ts are 'the
. 1 'A.

"execution""type, where each request is.;a self-contained executable code. This

4'

4i9Z.
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eliminates the need for software to provide fora-tfait-For-Buffer Empty

function. ach-co-routine'does subroutine call to the device_ handler, the

address of which'is available when the co-routine is initiated.

The handler subroutine will type,the character in the AC and return on

the character complete interrupt. As ,these routines execute the API level

p
of the selected printer, each application program provides'iis own'1text and

number - printing routines. When the co-routine is finished typing, }it calls

the Eject f ction and notifies other waiting co-routines. If the device is

dedicated, that is, not to be shared by'cooperating routines, then the handler

subroutine is. similarly called but without the precedinvqeedule and final'

Eject functions.

A consolevievice character-printing buffer and buffer delete code are

provided. These allow short messages to4be printed without waiting for comple-

tion before continuing w*h other input or processing which might also generate

another short message.

Application programs must buffer characters, using the insert pointer

and character counter provided, and call the Delete routine, which does,its
2

Own scheduling, printing and ejecting. Delete_x4utine is called fob eacho_

character that is buffered because the S'chedul function tests the Delete
J.

routine busy flag.

10* The zing buffer is32 words long, and the characters to tntedelhre,

I
tored iitistripped 6-bit ASCII, 'one per:'half word. The CArriageReturn and

Line Feeefunctions ,are combined ,as the 36
8
character, which is the "up .arrow" . .

''btefering code' can be sh

Sknce these characters are
/

bufferedlit the.brkground API level, the
,

s

-.

.
11144* . 1

. .

.. *N. . ., ..

, . .. , 4.
. .g.

....!
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Clock Handler. Since-the clock has so many programmable options, it has

two: liits or executables streams associated with 4iti one at the -API clock-interrupt
:-

, 4; -

level, and the. other at the backgtJound level.
Ar

.t-
The clock interrupt level may have several tasks associated with it thi

can be added and deleted as required.

The clock task that is initially loaded notifies a background routine

every 1/10 of a second. This background routine is called the Clock Job Expe-

-.

diter (CJE). Other CATTS application programs may request different timing re-

quirements. In order to share the real-time clock, a software incremental timer

list is implemented. The items on the list have a counter as the first word,

with executable code following.

The Clock Job Expediter tests the first word% If it is zero,Ao action

is taken and the next request on the jist.is tested. If the counter is nonzero,

no further action is taken. If it is zero, control is passed to the code afte

the counter in a manner which-aAows control to return to the CJE at the end of
.N-

ei
that request./ Each counter is tested, every 1/10 of a second. With this, pauses

of varying lengths, or routines which run at a constant frequency, or tie -out

timers are implemented.

Power Fail/Restart Handler. The power fail /o restartoption allows

the saving of 'volatile registers" when the AC power for the PDP-12 system fails.

The API automatically saves the main processor register on the stack' so-that the .

only other regiscF,r savedis the stack pointer. On restart, the machine is

reinitialized, and, processing is resumed'. Some locations in the Restart routine

are reserved for re-enabling:the interrupt of other specifi.c devices.

'A 9f)
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Utitit, Area d Console Comaand,Module.
9.

A memory Area provides console

for;program loading, setup, /and control:

Since this memory capahility is not required al the time, this

section of memory is shared similar to a-device; for scheduling of r quests,

/
, e

board piteractive_papabilities

lity

execution, and fiAhl eject of various utility routines.

The-request is a one-word,parameeefindicating which Program storage

, .

block q-om the system unit is requitedand how many blocks are needed. The

Utility Area device handler reads the bIotks from the disk and passes control
...

for execution. If the read is not successful, this request is rejected.

The LINCtape on unit zero is a copy of the first disk logical unit with
. )

identicakprograms-located in the same storage blocks. Some parameters of

the programs are slightly different in order to disting hetween theletwo

different storage unitsp For example, Nae program command that bootstraps

the DIALAzstem on tape uses LINCtape commands to load it from tape. The

DIAL-MS systfeffi on the.tape is an earlier version that can run without the

disk device. A

There Ore currently two users'ofthis Utility ArdOpdevite. One is the
if

Command ModiAe and the other is a utility program describe' in the CATTS

application program section.

more

Programs' that;use this Utility Area usually do not occupy it for

a miipute. hese programs usually run to completion or, as in the

case of interactive routines, are ended by the operator whenethe-requested

keyboard information has been entered.
ti

.A Utility Area job may have a displa4 or a-clock job --of its own- td be
5

(1 "

L



connedted. Rather than. appendingand deltfing in te,usual manner, the

tasOvA re's is silbst. tuted-for the first address in theappropriate device..
i ,

4.

ltstafter'setting the task's next adaress4pointer to the address of the task

that was previodsly first. The- task is disconnected from the beginning of the

list by restoring ti4 stream's first address pointer to its previous value.,

=which is storeein the dilitconnected task's 'next addreSs loottions.

The Command Module is initiated by a special test of console input

characters. If a line feed character is detect& the routine that schedules

the Command ledule on the Utility Area device-is notified through the Attentibn

Stack.

When the Command Module is loaded; some page °variables are moved into

place, and then an interactive prompt of " " is printed at the left-of the

page. Next,*.a line of characters is entered, with the first severe characters

being used to construct the command name.

Programs are added to the 0.S. program library by saving the binary version

on disk unit ten and _backup LINCtape unit zero. The program name assigned for

storage in the DIAL-MS index on units has an asterisk character in ,the

eighth position,with as many blanks may be4required after the name. That

name, withcaux the asterisk', then becomes a legal. command.

When a command is selected, the second block of the associated binary

file

/

'(the block immediately following the header block) is read into locations

0 ;400 -0 2777 for execution.

Console Control Command MOdu) e-Interactive
.

Command Blocks, The Console Interactive routines, along withthe command

*put rine, are left intact in locations 02000 -0 2377 when the command block

is. read. Two routines -CDBA and CDBI-handle the console output by using the

ki
) .



previouSly mentioned resident console, printer- buffer and delete code. CDBA.

buffers a text list of- packed chiocterS delimited by a character,

all six bits of which are zero. CI:Mrbuffers just-one character. One routine),

CDRD, reads the line of characters from the console keyboard, using the enable

address of the console Device Control.Block.-This routine e

. .

with CDB1 and allows rubout key editing. The input. line camcontain:bothL

( .

alphabetic an4 numeric data. Two routines; (ETD and CET01.convert the numeric

each character

digits to either decimal or octal numhers,pf'uo to 24 bits in length. The

input line which contains the command name may have additional-paraMeters,

following it. Each parameter may alSo have its on interactive prompt, input,

and conversion sequence. Besides these routines, an octal printer for diag-

nostic error messages is available. The page zero variables contain indirect

addresses for these routines; selection of device (disk or tape), block number

of the selected command and conversion variable

Since commands occupy the Utility Area and ,should not remain resident

too long, their functions are limited. -These functions include loading and

unloading programs'from permanent memory space, doing keyboard interactive

setups, or running short ebntrol or list' functions that run to completion, And

do not require permanent memory space.
N.
N.

)
Memory, The resident portion of the' operating, system, which consists of

'..

device handlers, device-linkeklists and code,Fand Attention Stack and code,

occupies one-eighth of available memory"space. The Utility Areaaccupies-

Another eighth. The balance of memory space is used for programs that need

to be core resident for relatiVely long periods oftime,suCh as display-re-

freshing, data oollection, or long interactiVg routines. Table` 3 outlines

the core memory allocation schemes for the . stem. Jlautines load0:4 into

OL-
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-CATTS MF.!.K RY ALLOCATION SCHEME..

(FIELD) LOCATION (OCTAR)

(0)'

(0)

(0)

. (0)

(0)

,(0)'

(0)

'(1).

(1) .4

(1)

(1)

:OCCUPANT

0200 - 1777 Resident:0.S.-

2000 - 3777 Utility Area
-11'

4020 - 4377

4400 - 5577 CRT Display Routine

5600 - 5777 (Available)-

6000 -.6777
tr (Available)

7000 - 7777 Data Transmission Routine (TMITAUX)

0200 - 2777 C4ITs Application routines

3000 - 3377 CATTS Application Routines w/Control

3400.- 3577

.

Codes f

Telephone DatpOlnput Routine

i'

'3600 - 3777 (Available) - 1111

1
4000 - 4777 DITRMA Routine

5000 - 5777 CRT DispAty Routine

6020 - 6377 Utility Location Display Routine,

6400 - 7377 (Available)

.7400 -.7777 DATAMYTE Data Input Routine.

Table-3. GAITS Memory Allocation ScheMe .

I

C
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this permanent memory could be used by two programs simUltaneouslyobut these

shared routines must never be required at the same time. An example of this

incompatability would be the use of video display routines, hecause"both re-
_

*questing programs would use the same CRT device and thus could not be scheduled

to be used at the same time.

A bit map in the resident section of the O.S. specifies whether a section,

of memory is occupied or not. This bit map uses one word per 1K LINC segment,'

three-bits per 256-word block, and two bits per page. Table 4 illustrates the

bit map scheme for core memory allocation by the 0:S. Suhpage fragmentation

is not used. A check of unique locations in the bit map indicates which pro-

gram currently occupies a specific section of memory.

Page zero is directly addressable from all other pages. To make page

zero locations available to more than one program, locations are .allocated 32

per LINC segment, four per page, in direct correlation to the page number.

LINC modeindex registers are shared equally by all occupants of the memory

segment. Most program uses of these registers, like displays or output buff-
...,

ering, are at the background level.

Loaders. Each program that occupies a permanent memory area has .a uniquely

coded loader as its command block. This style of program loading allows

sections of thetotal CATTS program mix to be developed independently of other

sections by prescribing independent interfaces to the other sections and the

O.S. Some of these connections are made at assembly time by addingsymbols
0

ttiat link to other routines or toSthe O.S. as direct assignments. Some of the

routines are linked to the O.S. the loader. Some shared device handlers

like the disk and printer are linked to user routines at run time. The indi-

vidual funCtions of the ltiader are written in macroform so that the loader is



MEMORY BIT MAP

CODE INDICATED LOCATIONS

"MEMMAP, 3333 0-0000 to 0-11777

3333 0-1000 to 0-3777

0000 0-4000 to 0-5777

0000 , 0:6000 to 0-7777

0006, 1' -0000 to 1-1777

0000 1-2000 to 1-3777

0000 1-4000 to 1-5777

0000 1-6000 to 1-7777

12-Bit Word

Pages

LINC Segment

0 1 4

1 2. 3 4

Table A. Memory Bit Map Scheme
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coded as a functiell of the resources used by each program.

The area 14PlorY must be available, so the appropriate bits of the

memorytable. aft dlecked beforeloading. The code to add a display or
.

clock job task it 'the same as the append code of -the Schedule subroutine.

Since the stream- linking format,is differentfor displays, the code to append

a display is slightly different, but thesteps are the same. If a new interrupt

device-handler is added, the interrupt vector_address:for this device is

.altered to pass control t this new,rOutine when the new device causes an

interrupt. The delAce may have to be enabled and re enabled on power fail/

restart,with some locations in the Restart routine reserved for that purpose.

If this new device is sharable, its Device Control Block is appended to the

DCB list. When a t4sjc is added to the programmable clock API level, special

list rules are kept to keep the number of instructions to a minimum. Tasks

can al be.added to the Power Fail and Restart-routines, but the standard
\

stream fOmat i5 not Observed. Inputs to waiting programs are enabled by

storing the waiting routine's field and address in the input enable locations

of the selected input device. Some special4Functions, such as testing the

availability of a device that will be used by the prograM,may be required.

_Also, before the last $tep, Program parameters are set which must eject .,the

(-
Utility Area. Generally, any program function which.is not required to be '

with the permanentlY resident code takes its space in the shared loader area.

To unload g program means simply to reverse, the effects of loading.

The proper program Nst be already loaded. This can be checked by testing

its unique values in eie Memory Bit Map. To make that area of memory available,

appropriate bits of the Memory Map must be clear To disconnect a clock,

job or display tas1, that position is deleted e stream. This is
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accomplished by finding the task that points to it, and then changing

that task pointers to the values in the next tasks pointers.

.Device handlers are disconneZted by restoring the interrupt vector values;

DCB's can be deleted similarly to clock jobs and displays. The device inter-

rets must be subsequently ignored, either by/ disabling, or clearing and re-

storing machine status. Any power fail/restart steps must he deleted also.

Inputs are disabled as well, and, since there is A slight chance that a charac=

ter could already be on the Attention Stack, putting a RESTORE instruction at

the beginning of/the waiting routine is sometimes done. Also, shared devices

that were set busy to dedicate them to the program to be unloaded must he

set to the not-busy value. Particularly, printer subroutines must have their

return field and address set to the not-busy values.

Displays. The displays are program refreshed. Computer time for,this

function is allocated as a part of the bottom background level of the API.

The other part of this loop is the Attention Stack delete task. Tasks can

be added and deleted from this loop, but the format for linking these tasks

is slightly different: The field of the next task is the starting address

'minus three,and the address of the next task is the starting address minus one. .

The instruction "JMP I .+1" is assembled in the starting address minus two

so that each task can pass control to the next by jumping through the next

task pointer which looks like this:

CIF CDF (next field)

JMP I .+1

(next address)

(this address), (display something)
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I

There are several types of displays. The CRT hardware will display a

dot or a two -by -six half-character pattern: These are used to display a

character buffer similar to a*erminal CiltT "printer," a real-time monitoring

display like the location display r, or various CATTS feedback

graphs.

There can be only. one or two d,lays used simultaneous y.since the

scope has two channels and refresh time is rimited. Each di play uses special

character display pattern tables or asubset of the full 64-character set

display pattern found inthe PDP-12 system reference manual.

Program Development

This data collectionO.S. and the CATTS app'ication programs were developed

using the DIAL-MS operating system supplied with the PDP-12 computer hardware.

For command block laacing, the first assigned location in a program or loader

block located in FIELD 0 is *24008. Locations below are used by the CATTS

resident O.S. Field zero, page zero locations are available but must, be

assigned symbolic names using the dire assignment statement (TAG=100) rather

than the first symbol of a statement followed by 6 comma at the page zero

location (*100; TAG, 0). Any page zero constants or indireCt addresses must

he deliberately moved to their assigned locations.

.1\\ Rather than use the SAVSYM, LODSYM pseudo-operations of the DIAL-MS

assembler, symbols from the operating system and other'programs must be ob-

tained from their assembly listings and ridded to a program as direct assignments.

For ,overlays, the assembler has a FIELD pseudo-operator which allows

the programmer to select memory stacks. This can be used tc as:eemble two
4

routines in the same absolute 12-bit address. Routines can ,)e assembled on

0

age.boundaries in other areas of memory to he overlayed int. -.he same area,

but special attention mu.t be given to cross-page references with indirect
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addresses. These requitip the appropriate arithmetic adjustment,

The PDP -12 has a. complete programmer console with exte nsive debugging

features. To augment thes&I features, a location displayer is added with
a

the resident O.S. This routine displays a group of locationaddresses and

content (from either ilemory field and can he used to alter ti;e contents'of a

seledted memory Tocation.

The.iocatiiion displayer uses the programmer console left snitches to

_select an address in one of the 4;k stacks of memory. The rightkswitches are

used to specify a value that examines or fills a locatiOn. Sen
k

switch

`three enables the displty. Sense Awitchtiour adds the location lelected in

the left switches to a table of up to sixteen locations, if that \location is .

not already present in the table. Sense s tch five deletes that qocation

specified 155, the left switches from te taNle. Sense switch two.sOects

field zero or one for the location table. TO fill the location selected with
at /

the left switches and sense switch two with the value of the -ig:t switches,

;both the fourth and fifth sense iwitches are set.

The display is located in the upper right -hand corner :nannel one.

First displayed is the lOcation'selected in the left swirchs, and -.-.hen the

Contents are displayed as four octal digits each.' Any locr,-.1.s..-s inserted into

the location table are displayed in columns, underneath.

A
To save all of memory, a tape dump procedure uses the prnrammer.console

"DO" switch. memo. ::ortrol LIF, .IMP, and LDF instructions; and -ne LINCtape

group wri t', WCG iru,tructiOn., The 0.. utility "TDUMP" cor -L-ten dump.

the 'ccrter: if th 7.2Lecied blocks of tape into the LA 30 . In de-,

'procesSe-1

locations assist in indicating 'de is being

ti
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CATTS Application Piegrams

CATTS, application programs are grouped according to function. The

data collection group accepts data and constructs a standard,data file.

'The ,feedback group uSesa standard interfaci to the data ollection file.

The DITRMA,group combines some data collection and feedback functions.

The data-Ali* group uses the standard data file to help produce hardcopy
1." %R

feedback. - ' The operator .control; group selects programs and parameters.
.. ,

Each programis further subdividsVinto routines. These routines.

and the programs themselves communicate through common data areas, such

as the dita-colletion intermediate file buffer'block, display buffers,

the Box Table Array, and other special-purpose mailbox iodations.

CATTS Data Collection-

, Data is collected from a number of different sources h itE

own special features. The final product of a data coll,

'ese sources is a standard data file on mass :he

coded during that observation 'session, together Wi .A int:au-yr

To simplify the daily scheduling of the data

lox is independent of the others with respect to -r-rvatic-

?Ins being used and the time that data collection : itiat:

these different sources, henceforth referred to )oxes, . c

different coding systems simUlt ously.

_17:a Structures. Each box has i own set of variables.- T'ase set:

of var ables form a two-dimensional array; box number by variabl number.

Thecol:0 is therefore re-entrant on each-character input and shared by a:

:he bo:. es.

1 ()L aJ



The box variable set follows:

a) STATUS

b) INTERVAL TIMER

c) END-OF-SESSION TIMER

d) END-OF-SESSION RESET VALUE-
,

e) DATA DIGIT BUFFER .(LOW)

f) DATA DIGIT BUFFER (HIGH)

g) MAXIMA\

h)SORTP

i) SORTB
e

Each observation data code

_s
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- -I

o: up

0-

-!.ecimal digits The series i _prec in 4dti- tht
. (

the numoer of 'digits as the .east ignifi try- Ilk word.
2kA

editing ("SKIP or CLEAR") key or t-e codLnT = to clear

77:d then re-enter the entire series. Tne "Er77.-- series.

The digit series is then ''packed" accord: the MAX laximum digit__

entry f r.each ob servation,,3ystem) int7. ope 7-o. -bit data-
,

-Word s three 4-bit fields. Observation sy5tams can have uy, to three levels

Each evel being a specific or subdivided aret. of observation inte'rest. Each

*

Level can have up to 16;categories'desdribing ea&l. area. Eachilevel can,

therefore,-Use one or two digits to fill its c-,ivspondrig fiel(I in II 12-bi

word. The MAXIMA category for each level specifies whether one:or two digits

will be used. If the MAXIMA category is 10 ogreater, a leading zero must

beAsed in all but the final level. There are three-tests which verify each

code. If any level exceeds its MAXIMA, or,tere ere no digits or too many

digits entered, this code is ignored and amessagri indicating thisrcondition
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isTrinted on the operator's console.

The interval time since the last ENTER key is recorded to the data and

reset to zero. The data set; consisting of box number, time; andpacked data

cddk, is stored in a memory buffer. When this buffer is fUll, it is.written.

to an inte.me

st9rage

are stored 17.

overflow buffe

roe: ling mass stor scratch-, pad blocks 1-100
8'

on

e th'* data be-=e- is being wrin--71, any new data.sets

ow buffet% the buffer writ is complete,. this

is _ed to the be -7._ng of the memor data buffer.

The data ATI t37.:7:1 box is the data from other. boxes'thaf.,

are simultanec. .y ppi_ecting at tr.: me. The beg=1.ng of each box's

session is ma- in :::is in4ermedi= -.lifer by a reltrved data code:-
/

If the 'D.,..o=er is present to -, the coder cf -:one end of the session
I'

and to auto -- ca_ily end the session .7? END-OF-SESS2M TIMER is set to the

END-OF-SES: RESET YALUE'before t= r nervation sessit,n begins. While the

box is coliang dat.:. this END-OF-';E ',CON TIMER is incremented once each
.

second.' When it reacnes Zero, the box s session is automatically, ended: The

4t

coder al so has the option ,of ending the session earlier with the button box.

The same-reServed code used to markthe beginning of th Session is used

again.,to mark the end clf.the session within the intermediateldata storage

buffer. The location in the intermediate- file buffer of thiS end mark' is
.,

stored in SORTP and the'iritermediate file block number in SORTB. °A.Sort

..

routine is then' scheduled on the Utility,Area device.: This routine scans the
7 ------

-,..

,
..-----

Box".Table, or box varia ble list, looking for nonzero SORTP1s. then one is
)

found, the intermeiate file is scahned from that point' backwards for that
1 . . se

box's correspondingidata sets5 . Total time and number of data points are_
t ,

-

'4Cumulated on this pass. When the beginning la,f',session mark code is encountered,
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!"

the direction is changed. On the forward pass, the data sets are used to-
-

b

construct the fina& individual data"file which,is stored in the.next available

Mock(s) on file storage unit 6. The block number that an individull-box's

data file starts on is used, to identify that file and is called the Starting

Block Nu4Ser (SRN). When a data storage unit is full, it is copied to LINC-
1 . 4

tape And reinitialized to the beginWiig f.the file. Thus, the tape number
f .

and the'SBN will uniquely identify A .file and poijtt to its location.

t

There is an elaprate backup system in case disk should fail during

data collection. The intermediate an4 final file storage4units are auto-

matically switched to LINCtape. Any 6Oxes that were collecting at the time

of the failure )kice,sorted up to le failure block only.:

Then, when the disk is repaired, the,rest of the sort can be completed.
-

`and the two partially iported files can be combined to make one'complete
a

Routines. The computer interface for the button boxes and the TOUCH-

.-
TONE telephone is the UDC8 I/O subsystem. The input tunctions for-this unit

reside in two UDC8 modules. The contact interrupt module accepts(One bit per -

box to -indicate when and.where the data is pres.ent'and thcontact sense module

senses four bits per box to fie the data. A device handler responds to the interrul

caused byany change of state on the contact interrupt module. This change -of -state

°bit indicayes which contact sense card is to he read and which 4-bit area of

,the. word contains the incoming data. This data is shifted to the lower four
/

N,

bits of an 8-bit characlOr. 'Each box has an enable address similar to TTY

inputtand the box number is combined with the field bits of the waiting routine

to form one word. The second word is the address of the waiting routine.
Y4

These enable addresses form the UDC8-EnableiTable, The box number and field

of the waiting background
, -
1

4

troutine are added to the 4 -bit character.
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A
This word and the address word of the waiting routine, if any, are queued to

e

the Attention Stack, and then another bit test is made_tb detect any additional
.

incoming characters. If none are detected, the machine is restored_to_its

interrupted state anti processing is resumed.

The functional unit of the UDC8 for outhutitntrol to the button bakes
A

and telephones is an output driver card, primarily an on/off series of

switchet, three bits per box. These output hits drive'three lights on each

a

box or answer back tones in the 403 Data Sets.'for the TOUCH-TONE telephone
. .

--.

.._
.

.

&
.., . , .

input. Each card also has its current status stored in memory. When a light
N' .

,

-..--

is to change values on a box, the_ appropriate hits are changed in the appro-

priate STATUS word, and that word is.reloaded'into the driver card buffet.'

Routines are provided .to turn all the lights On or off, or the middlelight

on for each individual, box. One qther routine, which works in conjunction

with the Digitauffering routine, 'turmsa light out when a. coding leYel,,one

or to digits, is entered.

secobackgroundiclock joh runs once a secoarli (1 Hz ) and has three func-

tions/The first clock function is the.INTERVAL and END-OF-SESSION'TIMFR incre-
' .

menting for each bo. One hit of the STATUS wore fOr,each box is an up/down .-

%

indicator. If he box is up, the INTERVAL value and" the END-OF-SESSfbN value
', 4 .,,,*

-
. Vare incremented If down, neither Df these values are changed.

, .

, .

The second function is to sample the box-switches. Each box has a switch
_ ...,,

e------. .-
4 ..

that 'is connected to an external' sense line of the LINC portion of the pro-.
11. -.

, ,7
, .,, ,

. .

cessOr. When 4 switrh position is different from the value found'thepreVious

time, the 4 -bit value indicating its present positibn is combined with the

va ues'in theUDC8 Enable Table for that box, and they are queued to the Attention
-

ack as ai input character The previous value of...Oat switch is updated and

the rest of the switches are .tested. .

1 '
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6
t 1, \

- - Tht thirl function keeps the current time in minutes Plus a text character
f-

- - '`---..
.

. .

I

ttring of the current hour and,minute.,updated every minute.t
1

Wien the-input characters come-to the waiting CATTSinpdt'routine, the. ."..
r A+ ,

box and data are separated by a subroutine. This routine also trpslales

the data into a 7- bit-ASCII character. The digits are Xranslated to the ,

digits`( 060- 0g1), the CLEAR key to an asterisk character ('052),:and the

4

ENTER key to the carriage return character ( 015)._ kaddition, the characters

from the Clock ,Job routine wt)ichimonitors.the switches. on the boxes are trans=

lated to a comma (.054Y'for an "on" character or A space E,1052) for the '`off"

function. There is'alto a subroUtine which -gives differential exits if, the

character is a CLEAR key, an ENTER/key, pr a digit:.

Pfinter output uses the console printer'buffer And delete code provided

in the resident system'area. A single-.-character print routine buffers the
.

character in the AC,using the input Pointer and character count in the resident
-;.

,..

system area. .A text buffering routine., which is called with-the address of

the text string in the routine call plus one, uses the tingle character print.

- .routine. A zero character delimits the text string. All messages,prAnted A/t '

.,
abbreviated to lessen the possibility of print buffer overlap'. A routine

4
that Prints the octal value in the AC Aand one that print he box number are

also available. a r

Tht,'Box Table Array has two subroutines to GET and PUT valulk. One.

t- subscript, -the box number, is usecito index_ to that box's set' of variablei% --
,

The other is located in the nett location of the call to the -GET\r PUT fun ion
i. /

.
J

,

subroutines. The values are passed to or fpm the Array Table through the' A.

A, Input Routines. Each of the three po4siblp,sources of data button-box,

TOUCH-TONE Telephone, and DATAMYTE has its own input routine. All_hutton

4
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boxes,input their characters to thesame routine, and all TOUCH-TONE Telephone

input is handledjoy One input rout ine. Thesg,input routines implement the

. various speclai requirements of. the input device. The Batty- Box jnput routine

his the common functions fOr each character organized tthe end of'processing'

.
.

tff that character. Thus, this code can be.shated by other input routines.by
, -

using multiple, entry points into the Button Box Input routine.
(4,

- A
A different coding procedure, implementing control codes, is ar§O imple-

t<4,.

mented'as,a separate input routine for,button box.data.

Some functions that are common to more than one input routine can not be
vJ

placed_after ;he uniqu Tunctions of the Buiton'Box Input routine and thus,

become subroutines.

-The thret sources'of data employ the same-button pad configuration for

data pntry, and,they useJ0 numerical digits, together with-a CLEAR and ENTER

',/key. The beginning 8f a session is marked-for each input source by turning
,

41 :

on the switch of the button box, placing the call with the4JOUCH-TONE Telephone,

or tuning on the power of the DATAMYTE clipboard 'button' pad. Switching off

or, hanging up, the power or telephone is used to end colleetion session.

Button Box Input. To begin session, the coder.Switches the box "on."

This '$.s not a power switch, but a status line monii%red..by the computer. This ,

switch, plus a special code, control two bits teach Joie's STATMS word in the

Box Table Array. One bit is the ON/OFF status of the box and the other is

,theUP/DOWN value. The ON /OFV bit is set at the beginning of the session :and

cleared'a4t the end. The UP/DOWN bit implements a "Pause" function when the

automatic END-OF-efSESSION TIMER and the INTERVAL since the previous code do not-

increment as they do in real-time. Both bits are set when the switch is

initially turned on. Thereafter, the UP/DOWN bit follows the status of the

103



switch Data is collected when the switch is on. With the switch off and

the UP bit cleared, data is saved only to he tested for the special end-of-

session code of three consecutive nines; 9-9-9-ENTER. If the "on" bitj has

beeh set earlier, this session's data is then saved as a file on permanent

storage.

All three status box lights come on when the switch is turned on. As

the digits are entered, each light will he turned off in sequence from left

to.right, in order to indicate when the digits fOr any one coding level have

been received. All lights are turned off with the ENTER key. If a pack test"

on the data is positive, all lights are turned on. Otherwise-, they are turned

hack on when,the ENTER key is released. These light signals indicate to the

coder incorrect codes or computer malfunctions. The middle light only is tuned

'on when the switch is off for the Pause function, and all lights are turned

off at the encl-of-session code. Figure 17 diagrams the Button Box Input routine,

Button Box Input: Control Code Version. Various'button box features have

been added for more flexibility.and different kinds of data collection information..

A special set of codes was reserved for control functions. This set of

codes consists of the codes, 0000 - 0099. The first two digits are zeros

and the last two are the same digit.

Also, the ability to enter identification data is provided,. Instead of

packing the digits into three 4-bit fields, a simple decimal-to-binary conver-

sion is done. This feature is tied to the UP/DOWN bit of the STATUS word.

It can also be used during the session to code information not included in the

category system being used. When the button box is first turned on, the ON/

OFF hit is set, but the UP/DOWN hit remains Tlear, and only the middle light

(
rt
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is turned on. Dat4 is collecie;7 this time, but the O.S. uses the Decimal

Conversion routine rather than the normal pack routine. The coder uses the

special control Ode Zero -zero-one-one-ENTER (0011) to inkcate the beginning

of category data, Olen'all identification i-'ormation has, been entered, all

the lights are stnrheCI on, the UP hit is set -d the contrOf code mark is

recorded in the data, The data collection ion is identical to the

Button Box Input roufine previously descri'

The control code zero-zero-eight-eigY (0088) switches the UP/

DOWN bit back off (001y the middle light r- on) and- records its control

code mark. Again, data will net be packed Alai but will he converted to

12 -hit binary nuMbet,, These control codes za.7 be used alternately thrbughout

a data collection session.

The End- Of-.Data Mark is coded as zero-zero-nine-nine-ENTER (0099), which

performs the sate operation as the zero-zero-eight-eight-ENTER (0088).control

eiede, but records tO own control code mark.

Switching the bOX of is the final operation a coder performs to end a

session. The ON /OFF bit is cleared, all lights are turned off, and the data

is stored as a 1)er'llalltt file. Figure 18 diagrams the CATTS button box input

with control code added.

One subroutine implements both the control codes and the decim'al conversion.

It p.i.ovides three different exits on certain conditions after performing status

tests and constIucting a data word. The first exit-is selected if the buffgred

characters the selected hox fit the control code criterion of four digits;

the first two zeros, alui the last two identifical numerical digits. Also,

the storage control code mark for each'control code is returned as data. The

second exit is Se-ltted if the UP/DOWN hit set indicates a regular pack to he

'
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used,.and'a pack test is positive. The last exit is selected with the'buffered

digits already converted, either by the. Pack subroutine if the UP/DOWN bit is

set with no tests positive, or by- a Decimal-To-Binary Conversion routine if

the hit T$ clear. The End-Of-Data mark -is not legal data rd, and is changed

to zero.

The control codes arc: stored in the data file as regular daia'sets of
ro

bOx, time.interval, and data code. The data code has levels one and two set

to 158; bits zero through seven are all on. Level three contains the digit

' used in to control code,. The reserved data cod to mark the-beginning and

ehd of data ,has all three levels set to IS
8'

hits zero through eleven are all

ones.

.Telephone Input. The Telephonenput routine has its,own character con-

' version because the data set uses unique data hit atterns. The order of the

NT,

input lines are changed to avoid duplication of hit pa terns with the call

and hang -up- characters., The call and hang-up characters are provided from 4

the external level monitor of the CATTS clock job. Character input is very

similar to button box input with control codes. Lights are not used but

i

instead, the light driver bits control the tc phone, answer-back tones.

tones can be heard by,the observer Cover the telephone handset'whenever a

control code is entered. A clock job will turn the tone off after one second.

/ I/ ' I.
The End-Of-Session Reset Value (RFEOS) of the'Box Table 4rray is the tone on

indicator for the telephone input ports. Figure 19. diagrams the TOUCH-TONE

\...

,

Telephone Input routine.

DATAMYTE

Input. The DATAMYTE is an off-line data collection device. Real-time
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Figure 19. TOUCH-TONE Telephone Input routine.
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6

:olltetion functions are provided by four,digits redorded,when the ENTER

,s depressed. When the tape is played back, these digits are preceded

by a comma and a space; thus, a flag switch is kept-to indicate if a digit,

is a data code Or a timer digit. The data codesare buffered in the'Box'Table

Array and the time digits are converted with thdllecimal-To-pinarnversion

routine. This 12-bit timer value' minus the last 12-bit timer value calculates
1-

the timt" interval-since the entry of the last data code.

h lu On function of storing the reserved data code tc

performed when the program is initIally,load,

:ol-Js a permanent data file, is performed when

code is 'detected. The End-Of-Data re.,

of .a session serves as the beginning of data nex- n
#

(

data.

DATAMYTE data is listed on a teletype as it is played back through the

coupler. The Print routine buffers one character at a tine into

r

character ring buffer and schedules the Delete routine. ny 707:: E7

printed next to the offending data code on the selected 7rinte:.

Two couplers are used to play back the data tapes. One bo.;

number 13, and the other, 14.. character received.from the coupler is seven

bits with odd parity, and does not have the by number associated with it.

Because the local variables and switches are not ayailble in the BOX Table

Array, and because of the printer requirements, each coupler has its-own input

routine and printer handler. Figure 20 diagrams the DATAMYTE Input routing.

y
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Program Loader
AK-

Buttor

.

block sotr.

,the loader '!.,Dr'

load these programs

The "CATTS" com7ana ioads 'zon box data 'collee-

C. r block for 'program wa -:zen as `a separate t
, .

r".
read and use any data.cc.11e :ion program,,suCh isA "

-.on bet-input cofitroleoce t!sm. The commands, ,to

.,'''

:It. tfle.Mempry its, aid-if'thaz areae.f:memOry is
- ,47 %

.

empty; the leader b/c: its read and .oader.- r utine /called.
'

0
* .,

.

To'goad the but.- boxprogram .-:t the interMedate file 'storage unit

and the'fina. le unit dare "read1Z..anc.0. write ", ability.

Next, the .r,-dT--- If any ( aata tram -a_Te-Unsuccessful, a

message is pri:...::ed :_.:. Utility An :evice is e- ::.d The clock job is
)

.

added to the CJE Hs' e device i. zo indict: .lezher.the current file;'

storage units re'dis: LINCtape. ,-page se' ,,of code and page -zero

variables are :loved ir,, :osition. L. de ice handlL. 'r UDC8 interrupts is

connected. to t e int rrl vector, enablA, and ther a power Fail/Restart

routine is enab. The Aemory Map bits are set to busy when the loader has

executed successfully.

f,14xt, an interactive routine is called to set the current date and-time.

The lower five bits of the current date word are the day, the next four are

the month, and the highest three are the current year minus seventy -five.

The time word is set from a 24-hour clock and contains the number of minutes

since midnight.

Once the Ntton box data collection pr9gram is loaded, the Setup routine

is initiated.

Theinteractive Setup routine queries the operator for the parameters

and box number: zo be retell The first parameters requested art the maximum

111
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'RV

category numbers for each leVel of the codiAg system to,be,used. This maximum

. packing' parameter tests incomin' data so that the reserved end data-code 1,1_
.

not mistaken fora legal' codes, ,The:other-requested parameter is the End -Of-

. dr.
Session (EOS) value. It'isimtered

.

in minutes anecOverted to seconds. If ...,:.
4

,
..

.1
the automatigally,timed sesiion optiop is not Selected by _e,.,op-eratoi, a

1
zero Value is entered. \\. , ,

. ,, . %$ . -

, :,
When the numbers 'Of the boxes tIrt Are to use these parametersare entered,
_

.
.

.

-'

9$./
-i.

, .

s 4' they must b,d within the range of one through 12 inclusive. -If the number is.

....,,

_7-,\ rwithin the ange, it Boi'Table Array values ofMAXIMA and/AHOS are set to
-.,$.--

previously entered values. The UDC8 input enable table addresses for each

selected box are set to the address and field o the waiting input routine,

and the box number is encoded with the field b . Since other boxes may ,\

have different parameters, the reque, t for MAXIMA is reiteiated. If there,

\
is no additional input before the end-of-input character is entered, the setup

is complete and the Utility Area is ejected.

Button Box Input with Control Code, oader. "CATTS2" is the command to

load and setup the control code version of the button box input 'program. Like

the earlier version, this loader block is separately read and executed if the

Memory Map indicates its area is clear. The TWCH-TONE telephone, D TAMYTE

and DITRMA programs use this version.

The loader block first tests if the earlier CATTS button boX v rsion is

106ed. If not, the CATTS2 loader block is read and executed. AIn addition,

the new input routine and the Control Code Test subroutine are read and the"

Memory Map is updated-to shbw that these routines are core resident.

The Interactive Setup routines for the two'versions of button box input

are precisely the same `except for a differeht input routine enable address,.
. 4



,..
. i f, i

,

4.-.

. .

.

,
t

' and a promptwhich-identifies this as thecontrol code version. Also,,- the
. d . .,

1 .
.

MAMA PrOmpi routine ils not reiterated, after the,bom numbers are` entered:
C'

. .
.

x*TOUCHTONE telephone Loader. The:'"101ONF"'cOMmand loads the Telephone,.
..

'

p

input routine: The loader tests if "th'e control code version iscort reS1

.

.

. A , - .

If it is *t, the PHONE loader block is_read and eiecutedj. If the,PHONE
. , , y

_
, / . _

/---.. -,...,

nPUy.outipe is not \resident, that program/is read and moved into place, the

Elock'Jpb routine is cOhtcted,0And' he MeMory Vv. hit for the area of memory

)
-.-- %

is set. ,

Since the telephone clock'job assigns a special use of the REEOS variables

Apf boxes 10, 11, and 12,'these boxes. are not used for Button box data: collec-
9

tion when the phone inputs are being used. So, the,first function the setup
4

performs is to clear these boxestenable addresses in the UDC8 enable table,

and then the REEOS and J1QS variables in theBox'Table Array. The maximums

are askedfor and the box /umber entered 'mils be 10, 11, or 12. If no digits

are entered for the maximum variables, the setup is aborted and the Utility

Area is ejected.

DATAMYTE Loader. Since there are two input programs for both DATAMYTE

couplers, there are two commands, "DM1" and "DM2". The differences between

themare assumed input deVices, memory resident areas, and Memory Map bits,

page zero variables, and box numbers. The loader first tests if the DATAMYTE

routine is already loaded. If it is, the Setup routine is immediately initiated.

FE not, the code,is read and moved into positioh, input is enabled, and the

0-
N

corresp nding Memory Map bit is set. \

s.( a Interactive Setup asks for the max mums. A constant box number of
N .

.1--,13roe--1/1 is assigned., The initial bs on ode, which marks the beginning of

-,-
,

4
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. ....
. .;.-.);the data session, As stored.

Ar Other ftinctions4 are provided for the operator by entering certain letters

in response to the maximum's prompt. The opeTaior,tan insert 4 control code

.

'''0 iiiothe data file while the, tape is-transmitting dataliveritering_a'"6117
..

while
,

r' . . . ,z'
.

followeoVloy, one digft of the 'required control code., PrevioUs dataCaii be '

:ignored so that. a tape can be re'stlirted by entering, an 'S.",, The output device,r /
A.s selected by entering an "Cr! folabwed by 'ti one oria two. ,,

Instantaneous Feedback

One of the functions ofethe computer system is to feed the coded infor-

mation back to the classroom for the teacher's use. These instantaneous visual-

feedback programs extract the data from the button boxes or TOUCH -TONE tele-

phone inputs. Only selected parts of the coded data are returned to the class-
.

room and used by the teacher. Therefore, some interpretation and data reduction

is performed by display routines. This process, unique to each type of feed-

back, describes which coding events will he displayed back to the classroom,

ignoring some categories, and keeping tallies of other categories or series°

of sequential categories called chains,'and perhaps some ratios or other

descriptive itatics. These figures can be relayed to the teacher (through a

closed-circuit television picture of a, CRT display, or through an audio respdnse

unit playing prerecorded messages, The display may be of simple frequencies

of certain categories, a graph of a selected category moving across an alloted

time-line of a session, or histograms of selected categoiies Or category chains.

The category processor interfac s-itself to the data collection portion

by monitoring the intermediate file buffer block, of the data collection routines.

Figure 21 diagrams his monitoring proCess.

Aefixed intervals, the insertpoinier to the memory buffer of the inter-
,

mediate scratch-pad file is compared to a local poiiitir. ff the insert pointer

/ 9 (-1
'1
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Figure 21. Instantaneous feedback interface process.
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has moved, the stored data ints are extracted from the data through the

local file pointer and ch cked. If new data is from the target input box,

that data code is used b the code processor. If the insert pointer has reset

to the beginning of the block, the data sets are tested up to a special end-

of-data pointer. Then, the local data pointer is reset appropriately, and

other data sets are tested until the local pointer and the insert pointer are

equal again.

Computer time for-this monitor, located at the beginning of the code

processor, is obtained either by a self-resetting clock job, or if the feed -

back medium is the CRT, a counter in the background display -loop that checks.

every 10 times the scope.is refreshed. The1sampling ^ra e depends on the

response time desired for the feedback. J

The interface between tjte code processor and the feedback medium depends

on what requirements are selected. Generally, for a display the values are

stored in mailbox arrays, and, for audio, the message numbers are stored in

a ring buffer.

OROS Project Feedback, Figure 22 shows a.picture of the CRT display used

or the Oral Reading Observation System employed in a demonstration project

at CITH. The pottom row indicates the category being displayed, and-the

height of the column above it indicates the numberpf times it was coded. The

number "10" in the upper left indicates the count that signifies the top-of
60°

the bar graph display. If a column frequency count exceeds the top, all

column frequencies are cut in half, the unit increment is halved, and a new

couiT of "20" would be displayed on top. The\number "20" would replace the

displayed "j o." The bar graphs can display a maximum height of 80 entries.
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During the OROSAemonstration study, the bar increments were filled

when a particular "correct" response code was-detected following one"of the

column codes, as in.the "44" column.
,

The code processor, as diagrammed in Figure 23, monitors the memory

buffer block of the-intermediate data collection scratch file. A start- or

end-of-data code reinitializes the mailbox display array, setting the displayed

frequekcies at zero and the scale indicator at 10. If the code belongs in

any of the c lumns,.that column's cell in the common afray is incremented by

the-appropr ate increment value.

The display of the columns is done with small-size characters. A complete

column is 2 character heights high and four half-characters wide. The top of

any odd co umns when the scale is 40-is done with half characters.

In th second display version, utilizing filled and empty columns, the

processt display these half characters become more complex. Besides

employing the usual whole or half characters to fill top or partially empty

columns, here are two other special cases handled with special d pl codes.

In one c e, the transition from filled to empty space comes in the mid 1

of a character height, and in the other, the same mid-character transitiop

when the empty space is only that half-character tall.

mes

Tip common Array Table is a series of locations, one'per column, with a

possible range of zero through 40. If the value 'is zero, no column is displayed.

Otherwise, the value minus one is divided by two, and the resulting number of

column side characters are displayed. If there is a remainder bit left over

from the division by two, a full-Character top is displayed. If not, the

half - character top is displayed.
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TheArraiTable is expanded to display two values per column in the

later version. The first value is the sum total frequency .of the target

category times the current increment. A pointer remembers the most.recently

incremented column. If the second code of the selected two-code chain is

entered, that column's second value is incremented by the current increment

value. The second value-is-displayed as a column of characters filled solid

with dots. The first total frequency value minus the second is then used to

finish the column with the column side characters.

There are two independent displays, each with its own scope channel and
1

input box. For each display, the columns are first refreshed. Then, the

scale indicator is displayed. Finally, the bottom line of codes that are

counted for each column are displayedrunder that column.

The code processor gets control every tenth time the display is refreshed.

I
The mil Project Feedback. The TPQRdemonsttrionproject at ZIT.=used

histograms -that were part filled and part empty. A'code processor, common

mailbox array and column display similar to that described above for OROSwere

employed. .Figure 24-diagrams the display process for TPQR feedback. In '51'

addition, a pre-progtammed ratio was displayed as a percent indicator. Also,

f
under the identifiers of the4columns; a blinking 'arrow is moved left or right

A"

according to "values interpreted by"the code processor. The processor checks

the intermediate file buffer block every 20 timesthe display is refreshed.

Only one display and input box number were used for-this project. Figure 25

shows a picture of the display used in the TPQR project.

Loader andand Setup. First, the Memory Map is checked for residency. If

resident, the setup is initiated. Otherwise, the load is done first, the

tt program is read, the display is connected, and the residency bits are,set in

1
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9 active operator routine is a message counter and a function switch in the

-120-

the Memory Map.

The setuptasks the box number to be.used as input for the display

processor. If ngne is entered, that display is disiled.

Auditory-Fvedback

The Audio Feedback routine utilizes a remote - controllable stereo tape

recorder for4Ithe feedback medium.. Fee back messages are prerecorded on a

control channel under computer control. At the end of,each message, a mark

pulse is recorded on the second channelt Arse mark pulses are cou n ted by

the procesior atliast forward and rewind speed in order to selectively

any message for transmission into the claslfroom. The messages on the tape

are identified by a sequence number.

The computer has five remote-control lines from e-driver card in the

UDC8 I/O unit to the tape recorder: stop, play, record,fast forward (plus
Ask

cue), and fast rewind (plus cue). One:control line 'eontrols the output from

channel one so that the sound of 'the high-speed searches can be turned off.

Input to the firsiechannel is the microphone. Input to the second channel

is the output signal from a D-A module also located inthe UDC8 unit. Output

/I(

rom-thl,second channel inputs into one of the Schmidtf-trigger inputs of

the programmable clock which senses the mark pulses°. An API clack level task

counts this input and keeps the very short duration timing required. Inter-.

0 .

active operator control is supplied either through-a CRT display for instruc-

tions, and a button box for the operator's responses, or a teletypewriter input

and output handler. The interface between the clock level task and the inter-
,

(

clock handler which can be set to 1) record a mark pulse, 2) do a high-speedT
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search, or 3) play. The interactive routine is notified when the function is

done.

The operator can record, position to, and/or play a message. The message

number at which the recorder is currently positioned is kept by thil interactiv

routine. The Record function asks the operator to signal the start of a

message. The recorder automatically goes into the record mode, and qApeaker

transmits the message into the microphone. The speaker is then asked to 1.0i-

cate the enctof the message for termination. A babkground clock job keeps
wc.4,;,.. .

the recorder on for at least five seconds, and, when that indicator is entered,

a 10-cycle, one - tenth- second pulse is recorded on the second channel by alter-

ating the output of thetA-A converter every 5 milliseconds betwien zero and
4

one volt. This pulse is optimized for the response time in °icier to detect a

pulse-driving forward/rewind speed up to 64 times the normal playing speed.

A 2- second pauSe then-allows the recorded,pulse to move past the tape ecorder

read head before the recorder is stor-Oed,and the operator is again ask d to

enter a system control option.

These message markers are sensed by the clock lev 1 tasks when a message

is searched for or played back.- This sensing is done at

fast forward/rewind. Each positive -going edge of the 10

Schmidtt triger. To help eliminate false pulses

edge is counteclkand a 15-millisecond timer is reset.

out, the count mint be greater than six or those

sens n

fast

befo

buffer

normal pl-st,speed or

cycles fires the

by line noise each

en that counter times

s will be ignored. This

feature subroutine is called during a tape recorder function of play,

ard, or rewind and with a count of the number of marksto be tabulated .

The/Tape Recorder Control routine loads the control driver

JJ

ih to select a Tape Recorder Control func ion, and setsa background



clock task to clear the control driver in 12 seconds'
my

When a search for a certain message number is to be done, that number

mustrbea legiletma e messagnumber for the selected tape. The Recorder Control

functions of rewi d and fast forward are handled by a search section of the

lock level task; The requited directiOn to sear:9h is cal/pulated by comparipg

the cuFrent position with the requested position. When the proper number of

marks are counted, the direction is reversed, and reversed again, and perhaps

again, each time tha mark is passed, so as to put the tape directly in front of

the specified message-marker. Then the recorder is stopped and the operator

is asked to enter a control option: T6 five-second minimum message length

gives time for-the recorder to change directions between message marks. The
e-

play function places the recorder in play and stops after the first mark pulse.

The loader-makes the memory resident test before reading the program.

[Because ofr:the special clock level task, it must be specially connected to

the.API Vector. Thenthe clock must be reinitfaliied to enable the special

-
real-time ,rate and input port with interrupt capability. The power fail/

restart values for restarting the upszammable clock are changed appropriitely.,

The background clock job is connected, and, if the button box-CRT display

operator interface is used, the display is connected. The interactive loop

is initiated before the loader ejects the Utility Area.

Inter-Computer Data-Link

After a coded teaching session, a printed descPiption of each )session
1

is

generated from th data file. In earlier CATTS versions, t ere programs are

d written in a sembly language, and later, an interpretive higher level language
09-7

J(FOCAL) is run locally on the PDP-12. Since these methods:require that data

colleCtion besuspended diaring printing, a distributed processing approach is
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UA4d. With this, the Tita-line link to the CDC-6600_transfers the data file

to'the TELEX time-sharing sygtem, whichth#n genera-tE?-4-41Mary'reportfrOm

a program written in FORTRAN. The report is tAnc4vIailable to the user through

the time-sharing service from any computer terminal'

Because of hardwafe, experience turnaround time,vand limititions, a dist-
.

up telephone line to the KRONOS/TELEX time-sharing system was selected over

a high-speed synchronous data-link designed specifically for intermachine

communifation.

One particular feattire of the interactive terminal facility suited.for

the time-sharing data transfer function is the TELEX ';BINARY" input mode, which

allows 8-bit characters to be collected in a' file withOut time-sharing system

character tr lations. Tbe end-of-input data signal to TELEX is a pause with

no characters trails",td fc4 two seconds. Each data *et consists of two 12-

bit words; the fLt is the time interval; and the-second is the packed data

,

word. Thus, each data set can be sent as three 8-bit characters. In addition,
i

the first three characters sent aretwo-12-bit word sets of date and time of

session, the second'three characters are box number and number of'data points,

and the third three character sets are made up of the Starting Block Number
ar^

(SBN) of the file and zeros.

A longitudinal check sum of the 12-bit values is substituted for the end-

of-data code mark.
7

The following are the functional steps this data-link.

1. The first step consists of establishi the call. Regular dialing

lines 'are use One method is to hand dial the TELEX time-sharing system

and cradle the han set in a modem. The alternative method uses

at

t



an Aitomatic Calling

associated Data Set

-2. Logging on to th

an "H"-"CR" to ident

the CDC-6600 comput

account number, and

(t.

7124-s

Unit (ACU).141 tall the Beane number with an

as the modem.

e time-sharing systeir ei the entering of

ify transmission Spered and' a 'hi"-'9t1' 'to select

er. The opexatmrAs then askedRjenter user initials,

password.

3. W,A" specifies "A" as the name of the primay file to receive
N.

the ata. When the "BINARY" time-sharing command is entered, a prompt

R BINARY DATA" is printed on the terminal.

4. The SBN and logical unit number of the,file4to o:p sent from the

PDP -12 are specified. the file, in the form of characters, is the next

string of characters accepted by TELEX after the "BINARY'''. comm
%

PDP-12'prints a prompt to the operator when Ehe last character has been

transmitted. A two-second interval, during',-which no characters are

d. Theme

received by TELEX, ends the binary input mode.
((-

gly

5. The 'PACK" command must be entered before any other - time - staring

P

opera014./can be done. This, command nears a sort file flag and makes
s. ^ f

file A one logical record. A procedure file is then called," -Z ", Aich

executes "a FORTRAN prograg. This program calculates its own checkst.

of the file and compares it. with thefile checksum sent.hy the PDP-12.
7 !

If they agree, this fi is stored in'a permanent file Vth an indexed

entry. If not, an error message is printed, and the file is retransmitted,

restarting at step 3.
r

6. At this time additional data may be appended`to the file, the file
i

may be translated, or a summary report may he g ted.

1 f)
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7. When interacti9 with TELEX
ve
is complet, the command "BYE" logs

off the time - sharing system.

t

8. Finally, the telephom hand-set is returned toliits.ciadle on the

r4telephone. Ilrethe case of the ACU, the all request bit liS`cleared,

with the "HANGWCC" command.

The method used-to e-tabliih a call with )he Automatic Calling Unit to
. -

TELEX employs six lira sfrom-a UDC8 driver card which provide four bits of a'

telephone' number digit, one ,bit of a telephone number digit present signal, :.

and one bit of a call request signal. One line into ,a UDC8 contact sense
..-

card indicates when to present Ithe next telefillope ditit.(PND). One bit from

the ac mpanying Data Set to the contact sense card is the carrier detector.

This Data Set is connected to the PDP-12 through a three hundred baud serial

ASCII teletype multiplexed port located in the DCO2 communications unit.t

The other manual method uses a modem connected to a second three hundred

baud DCO2 port. There are two versions of the transmit program which send

ji)pe# files.

A command "CALLWCC" uses?the Automatic Calling Unit to connect the two

\

computers. In order to time the expected interactive responses, a clod( job.

is "quick connected" to the background streaM. The call request line is set .

high and must stay there forthe duration of the call. The telephone life is

taken from the Data Set to place%the call.

EaCh time the calling unit is ready for another digit of the phone number,

it sets the present next digit (PND) on. Thus, the program alternately (1)

sets the call request bit only and waits or the present next digit line to

go high, and (2) loads the driver buffer with the next digit, the digit present

bit, plus the call,request hit, and then waits for the PO line to go low.
!
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This load-and-wait function is accomplished by a subroutine called by

the main program. It loads -the driver value, rese s,'an alternate entry point
w

counter, and sets the cl k job to.return in .1 seconds. When control is

returned, the status of the PO line is read and returned to the main program.

This vpue is tested.and, if its not vt, another entry point to this subroutine

resets the clock job to return another reading of the PND,line in .1 of

second. A count is kept of the number of times this alternate entry point

is used... If this count'expires, the expected response is not received by the

. ,/
_ _,

.

'PDP-12 in the expected time interval, and an errpr exit is made from the program

which prints an.prror message and ejects, the Utility Area.

a. To return the telephone line to the Data Set, an end-of-digit aide is

sent over the telephone'number digit lines% After a pause of eight seconds

following the last telephone number digit, it is assumed that the other end

A has had time to respond byanswering and is sending the handshake signals/

A /---
',..,

necessary. If.the call was successful,, the carrier -line should be h gh after

'4,..
...

about two seconds. If the carrier line does go, high, the program prints the

success message and ends by "quick disconnecting" the clock job and ejecting

the Utility Area. If the line doesn't respond in &pr seconds, the program

prints.the failed message before ending.

Once the call is established, either automatically or manually, a program

to enable the operator to interact with the CbC-660 time-sharing sm is

loaded. The commands "TM WCC" and "TMIT" tare identl except for the data-
,

link port used, which is determined by the bethockwith which the call was made;

teleit and load "TMITWCC" if the call was placed automatically, and select

A" IT" if the modem is-being 'used. Both of these commands stay in the Utility

------ -

Area u til cleared, which causes data collection sort routines to be delayed
qb

1 '1
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or ignored. "TMITAUX" is very similar but it occupies its own area of memory

,

and can select either port. All subsequent references to "TMIT" hold true

also for "TMITWCC." These Transmit programs are A collection of three co-

routines.0 One routine waits for input from the data-link port,and outputs

those characters to the operator's console using the buffering routines pro-
.

vided by ,the Command Module. Another routine waits fo input from the

operator's console and outputs) these characters h to the console printer

and the data-link port. No buffering is required for the data-link output,

so each character is sent out when it is received. The third routine re-

formats the selected data file and sends it out the data-link port as sequen-

tial characters.

The steps of logging on, preparing TELEX to receive the fileysaving the

file,. selecting 'and generating the feedback, and logging off are all done by

commtlnicating through the PDP-12 and the data-line link to the TELEX time

system just as though the operator were at a terminal. Every character

.

typed by the operator_on the teletype is output on the data-link port with
-\)

no intermediate buffering. Each is also echoed back to the operator's teletype
f"\

through a ring buffer.. Since "TMIT" uses the Command Module's output'buffering,

carriage returns (2158) are converted to 36's, and line feeds (2128) are

ignOred. Every character to come from TELEX is typed on the operator's, t

type through that output buffer with the same special character'trans

The input from the operator's teletype i5 also monitored for two control

characters. One of these is a control/T. This is the: feature that allows the

operator to select a file from the permanent file storage space on the-PDP-12

and to transmit-lt through the data-line link to TELEX.

The control/T initiates an interactive routine which prompts "Transmit

Which?" on the PDP-12. The characters then entered on the opSrator's teletype

1 r)(1
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are not sent through the data-link, but are buffered by the systems CURD

Command ,Line Input routine. When a line of input has been accepted, GET° is

called to get-,the SBN of the file to he 'sent, and transmission is initiated'.

If an "A" is encountered before the SBN, the auxiliary disk storage unit

number 15 is selected as the logical unit containing that SBN. When transmission

is complete, the prOmpt 'SENT" is printed and the input from the operator's

teletype is reconnected,to the data-line link. The operator must wait at

least two seconds after the "SENT" prompt to end the TELEX BINARY input mode

before entering the next command to TELEX.

The other control character from the operator's console that is monitored

by the.PDP-12 is a control /E. This function prints '7 END," clears the two

inputs enabled from the command console and the De02-data-link port, ejects

the output4'of the DCO2 data-link port and ejects the Utility Area, adowing

other routines and commands to usi'it. Figure 26 diagram
?

the inter-computer

data-link process.'

The operation of "TMITAUX" is very much the same asi"TMIT.", But, since

this program is not a Utility Area command and uses the auxiliary teletype,

short substitutes for t'eletype input and output are used. "TMITAUX'' has its ',v.:

own ring buffer and delete code. To- eliminate the need for a text-buffering4L,<-

routine,. the "TRANSMIT WHI9?"prompt and the ''SENT" indicator are reduced to '-

the single characters of "S" and 7arriageReturii,,," respectively. A, special

--' "input routinedoeSnot,buffer.alineof input bpi accumulates an octal SBN

number from,the console input.. Edting. is done not with the rubout key but

by reinitializing the value'withanother CTRL/T. Entering.a "T" before the

SBN dirqts"the program to.lOOk for. the file on LINCtape rather than the disk.
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Figure 26. Inter-computer data-link transmission.process.
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The loader checks to see if the required area in memory is occupied. If not,
o.

the program blocky is read and theMemory Map hits are set. Input from the

auxiliary teletype is enabled. The data-dnk port is optionally selected'
,

according to the command input buffer. If a "13" is appended to the "TMITAUXit

command, the DCO2port connected to the ACID is used. Otherwise, the manual

modem port is assumed. 'Since there are no other users of these ports, nothing

is scheduled on tbefoutput device handlers, and input is enabled to the

waiting routine.

An unloading command "TMITAUU" clears the program and allows it to be

reloaded with a different data-link port. First, the Memoiy qap hits are

tested to check whether a programocc4ies that area in memory. Then a .test

is made on the first instru9tion of that area. If its the correct program,

the memory hits are cieared and the inputs are disabled. The data-link output

handler is set to "not busy."

Automated Data-Link. Initially, any program that automatically sends the

files to TELEX must be simple and straightforw)-4. Ar as7mmntion is.made that

all interactive.processes will operate smoot Ifproblems occur, the elegy

mentary error recovery procedures must Also provide documentation on the

problem areas. Since this function occupies the Utility Area, the
#

operation

must be fail-safe, with timers clocking expected responses and counters

limiting retry loops without retrying any step too_often(

The operator control initially required is to add or delete the auto,
matic`sending option. The Autoirlatic Tratfsmit program is added to the Sort

func which uses the Utility Area. If t ansmission operates smoothly; this
.

function is not required .to stay resident in memory. The automatic version of
0

"' MIT" does all he, steps of the manual version, except steps six, seven, and

eight.as outlined earlier.

A
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Each boZ's data f oupnlogrk7session must he sorted before the next session

on that box ends. So, if path file is sent after it has been sorted, the log-off.
4

step is eliminated by:notrequiring a re-dialing procedure for each file,

thus increasing the\response time when"many files are being collected. TELEX

_automatically clocks inactive periods on terminals and automatically logs a

user off after 10 minutes of inactivity.
ti

The automatic version mimicks the operator's entries in the manual

operation. The function of sending a command andll,waiting for the response

is done by a "Send",suhrbutine. Each character of the message is transmitted

by,the DCO2 port and optionally buffered for printing on tfie console device.
eto

A "CR" is transmitted at the end of each message. An "LF" character is expected

to be transmitted from the CDC-6000 immediately after transmitting the "CR."

Another prompt is expected to follow when the "Send" command is completed by

TELEX., A 1-second clock job will time out if there is no response to the

"C R.4' This error is counted and the re-dialing code is called by the PDP-12.

If there is a returned response of a "LF" character, the clock job is reset

lo 17 seconds in r--4 o detect the end of the next time-sharing prompt.

Each characte) ,hat prompt resets the end-of-prompt timer to three seconds.

,

Three seconL3 ;after the last character of the time-sharing prompt is received,

the Send stiroutine is exited, usually to transmit another message.

Each character from TELEX is saved and optionally echoed on the console

device. If the Send'subroutine,is waiting for a response, tha -character is

passed foZ further4Oterrogation. /Any messages (received at an unexpected time

are optionally echoed but otherwise ig\ored.

Each .cer is optionally echoed on the console .device. If the PDP-12

sense 'switch zero is:set, the butt:

tylethat_character. Before each

.! box printer buffering code is called to

haracter is transmitted out the DCO2 port

1 4"..),
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(Ito TELEX, the-carrier detect line is sampled,. If it is not on, the carrier

must haVe dropped. This error is counted and the re-dialing code is recalled.

Communication checks are reserved to three, go/no-go checks in the transmission

sequence.-,\

t

The call is placed with the Code from the "cAryly tommand. An added

feature at the .start of this code clears the call request hit forffive seconds

to be sure the phone line is ready for dialing. Carrier detect must be estabj

lished after placing the call through the ACU. If not, this error is counted

and the re-dialing code is recalled. This error exit is alsO used if the ACU

does not respond as expected.

The logging in is performed by transmitting an "H" followed shortly by

the "CR." The brief pause alloWs TELEX to discriminate the two-characters.

A brief end-of-prompt pause is.needed after transmitting the "W"="CR".

in order to wait for the time-sharing header and user)identification prompts.

A valid log-in test decks if the last character received after transmission

of the initials, account numbel., and password is a "colon" from the "RECOVER/

SYSTEM:" prompt returned by TELEX. Ifit is not, theUser "id" line is

retransmitted, up to three.times. If the log-in check still isn't positive,

the carrier. is monitored for up to six minutes. If all of the TELEX ports

are busy, any message from TELEX will reinitiate th program in order
,

transmit the user "id" line. If the "colon" transmission is garbled; the

timer elapsing will count that as an error and recall the re-dialing code.

If TELEX isn't up or the carrier drops for any other reason, the carrier test
1

before transmitting a character will count that error and re-dial.

ter ,lpfging in, the "NEW A" and "BINARY" commands are transmitted.

The filele just sorted is then, read and transmitted to TELEX with the same routine

r
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that "TMIT" uses. The "PACK" and "-Z" commands are transmitted.

The wait for the "acknowNse" message from TELEX is somewhat longer.

Manual operation shows it ,to be usually less than 30 seconds with no other

intervening messages. The ndxf>time-sharing prompt,' READY" appears within

five seconds of the acknowledge message. Each file sent must receive the

acknowledge signal of "AAAAAA." 'If necessary, the file re-transmitted up

to ,three times, restarting with'"NEW,A." If still unsuccessful, this error'?

will be counted ancrthdOre-dialing code will be recalled.

2
The re-dialing code will be recalled only twice. When the error"count

exc eds two, the attempt to transmit this file il aborted, and control is

returned to the Sort program to look for more sessions to he sorted. Other

,

errors, such as program or data read errors, will alse cause this Automati

,Transmission program to abort.

Currently, a,record of these untransmitted files is kept by the operator,

who can transmit thr'm over with the manual methods.

DITRMA
5

The iiITRMA program assists in training an observation system 11)6 comparing

the coding entries from several observers and reporting-on their agreement or

\\1

disagreement through a visual feedback method. It is also used throughout an

observatipl study in order to ima tain the observer r categr ,Iation

41
abilities. Theaining site hIs up to six button b xes,

,,.

remote-co ptrol console, and a tone generator. The PD -12 ha_ three :Jdes'of
4

tors, a VTR

.,-

feedback to observers. One of the TV monitors is connected to a VTR at the

computer site which plays a video training tape. A remote-control console

cepro ides VTR controls for reviewing previous segments of tape. The other TV
,..
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monitor is a clo-sed-circuit connection With.a TV camera which is foculd onthe

4
CRT display that transmitsyarious status messages and code lists back)to the

training site: The computer also employs relay connections to the 1/. R's remote -

I control start and stop lines. Another relay turns the tone generator on and

off for an auditory "agreement" feedback signal.

Operation. 0 of the button boxes used is designated the "Master".box.

It is used to begin and end DITRMA sessions, and to enter the "consensus"

code when a disagreement automatically stops the tape. To begin, the Masfer

box is switched on, identifieationjiata is entered, and'entering,an "0011"

starts the VTR and begins the DITRMA session. Any of tip other boxes can

begin'at-any-time i the session by switching the box orll and entering the

"0011",code. DITRMA does not compare the control codes " 011" and "0099,W

or the identification data. Any box can drop out of-a session by entering the

"0099" code and turning the switch off.
)s,

.

. When the first code is entered, the PDP-12 CRT display's:

t CODE

INITIATED

Whe1\411 first codes 4re ntered, the progrO compares the data. A short

feedback tone to the obs rvers indicates k: Jement. Otberwj.se, the training

tape TR stops and the PDP-12 displays the disagreements., The code list dis-

play format is described below. All the box lights are turned off and no

further codes are accepted from the boxes. The trainees at this time Aiscuss

(

their disagi4bment)and reach a mutually agreed-upon consensus. When the Master

box is turned on, the consensus code is entered to restart the VTR, re-enable

input on all the boxes, and return the diplay to:
fis

.c
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DITRMA

Coding resumes from that point or the tape may he rewound to review the taped

?<'

material.

Observers are not restricted to entering the same code simultanepusly.
.

An observer mai be ahead of the other observers if the observer has already 40

coded the event that the others are currently coding and then codes a further

event. The observers may vary in event synchrOnization by as many as four

codes. All extra codes that are displayed in the code list are ignored after

the VTk restarts and must be re-entered.

To end a session, code "0099" must he cered on the Master box to stop

the VTR, and thebox must be-switched off. The other boxes may do likewise,
. k4

as in an actual data collection session.

Routines and Data Structures,. The DITRMA program deesithilar to the video

feedback programs in that it has a code-processing se"-ion and a display,

refresh section. The code-processing section, however, requires respom-

to some of the individual characters.from the boxes. Theref. ,e, L .1 cc

processing section is implemented similar to a Data Collection Input routine.

The first section provides box controls and individual data code construction.

From these, the aides1,*0Q.ilectively buffered ina Step Table Array prior

to the comparison and indicative response.

'there are several different items kept in the Step Table Array. A step $

is a row in the array which contains code's from the boxes for theesame coded

event. Any code of an event ahead of the event being coded by the slowest

. coder is stored in the next step row for that'box's column position. The

column position for any box number is indicated by which position that box

number holds in a separate array called the Box Number6able: Any box can be
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as many as three codes or steps ahead of the lowest. The fourth row is used

to indicate which step that column or box is currently on. One column (seven)

V .,

11

is used.tO. eep a count of the number of boxes that-have made entries in that

step. Anot erocolumn (zero) is the all-codes-entered timer-for that step.

Data is stored in the intermediate data collection buffer under the Master

box's number, and is stored. as a data .F :/ith a special format. When all

the coders agrr-e on .an event or step, that consensus is stored.. When Were is

disagreement and a code list display is generated, a special data flag is stored,

followed by the error type and the data codes in step zero only. The consensus code

/ entered on the Master box that restarts the session is Aso stored.

The begining box control section allows the Master box to begin and

end sessions and N.L- the box oN/OFF and UP/DOWN functions, plus individual

digit buffering ring put routine. The number

of activ, i)oxes is by this se:.:tion. The data code is packed on an ENTER
0

key. If any pack tests are positive, a type-two code list will he generated,

describing "a specific coder error.

Now the Step Table index for this box number is checked in th BOX'

Number Table. If the current step number for this box is already at three,

the last step, the code list that says "TOO FAR AHEAD" is generated. If not,

the datacVasavedat the current step number, and that step number for this

box is incremented.

1

If this is the first entry to this step number, the "CbDE INITIATED"

text is moved into the display buffer area, and the all-codes-entered timer

4

for this step number is set to the wait time. This wait time is selectable

under, program control (DTIMER command). A clock job increments each step's

>
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timer toward zero. If 0/1 boxes dial to enter a code, step zero's timer will

reach' zero, which generates the "TIME" code display.

If all boxes enter a code the number of entries for step zero will equal the

number of active boxes, and the timer will be reset. If each active box's data

codes stored in stip zero are the same, the steps will shift, moving theptimer, data

codes, and entries count of step one to step zero, two to one, and three to twO'h`44.

Step three is cleared. The current step indicators must be decremented by one. The

tone is fed back and, if there are no entries in the Step Table, the display is changed
lc>

to "DITRMA." If the comparison shows different codes, the "DISAGREEMENT" display

is generated.

The following code,-,lists describe what caused the error display and also

list the codes buffered in the Step Table. The display has the general format Of:

(
Entry

Box 1 . 2

"ERROR TYPE"

3 4

1 (Master Data Data Data Data

2

3

Data

bat al

4

4 Data Data Data Data
4.

5 Data Data.,

Data from the Master box is in row 1. The other boxes are the following rows

in descending order. If any observers have entered more codes than others, these

extra codes ahead are displayed in that box's row in the se ond, third, and,

possiblY% fourth data columns. Numbers'subscribed next to various entries indicated,

in the format above refer to the type of error made by the coder. A description of

error types follows:

1. ERROR TYPE: DISAGREEMENT

Probably the most-frequent, the conflicting codes can be seen in the first data

column.

1
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ERROR TYPE: ERROR \.

)The CATTS Data Collection pro ram makes some tests on the digits entered.,

ass a data code. If on of these tests is positive, the violatinldigits

will he fo1lOwed by an l".

Those tests are:
,2.

-a) 'Code exceeds a maximum for that level.

h) Too many digits have:been entered_ May be caused by not, ending

the previous code with an ENTER key.

c) No digits before the ENTER key. A P" is in that column..

3. ERROR TYPE: TIME

When an observer codes Something
r

and the CODE INITIATED message is

display d, all the others must follow with something in a preset amount

of time or a timeout will occur. A timeout timer is running anytime.

CODE INITIATED is displayed.

4. ERROR TYPE: TOO FAR AHEAD

Caused by one fast coder being five codes.ahead.
r

4 \
1

After,,the data from the. Step Table is displayed, the first step (zero) is-,,,

.
2)

stored in the data collection huff?, and the Step Table is cleared. All the

box lights_dre turned off and codes art' not accepted. The VTR stops and the

)
, *

lockout switch is set which causes alljcharact rs from the boxes to be ignored.

In five seconds, the lockout switch is changed to look, for characters from th
14.

Master box only, and the Master box lights are turned hack on.. When the con-

sensus code is entered, it is stored in the data collection,buffer, 'All box

lights are turned back on and the loCkout switch is cleared to accept data
. _

from ell the byes. The VTR starts ain and "DITRMA" is displayed.

The display refresh routine simply displays the packed 6-bit characters

4'
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currently in the display buffer. A routine moves a requested text list to
14

the beginning of this display buffer. The code list generator then "prints"

o ,\e or two digits per number and asterisk, space, and CRLF characters where

appropriate into the display buffer.

The VTR and tone controls are manipulated, by setting a bit in the reia)i

buffer. Then a clock job is get to clear the bUiTer in two seconds,,prodUcing

a short pulse rather than a continued ON/OFF, or tone signal. The VTR can

he set so that the picture will remain recognizable when stopped and restarted.

A "nonstop".mode of program operation alters the Code List function to

eliminate the VTR stopping and waiting for the consensus code. Instead, the

code list is generated, the data stored, and the Step Table shift is called

to pre are the Step, Table for continued data entry. If data codes for the.,)

same event become stored in different step numbers, the all-boxes-entered

timer will resynch the input codes after a pause of that length with no codes

being input.

Loaders Since, the DITRMA program uses the Button Box Input routines, the

loader makes certain that they are loaded before checking'an'd'reading its own.

routines. If successfully react, -the display and clock jobs are added to the

appropriate lists. The page variables are moved into place and the Memory-

Map bits re set to "busy,"

The DI RMA interactive'setup is similar to the button box setup and re-

quires additional variables and tables to he determined. First,the "MAXIMA"

query is prompted, which Sets the, pack parameter for the Box Table. This data

is.also '4sed to set a number-of-,levels indicator and a number-of-digits-per-

level table in the code list generator. The responses to the BOX NUMBERS
0

query specify which boxes will lia\ie their inputs ehahled-to the DITRMA input.

1 5 11
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o , CHAPTER 6

Conclusions

I
Technical Experience with CATTS- A

PreserviC'ehnseivice demonstration projects: Datacllection. CATTS

i

programminglias implemented to relieve the, observei from spending, too much

time with the tedium of mechanically entering observations.into the butitcn

box, which might take away the observer's attention from the teachingisitua-

Lion under observation. The observer need only discTiminatetheAsehavipr

to be coded and press the,-,appropriate category numbei\into thehuttan-pad

matrix, then press the ENTER button to comptete-theCTILIC3 observation;

If the observer is aware ofan-entry error before the,ENTER key is pressed,

a

the SKIP button is pressed and the, correct categoryA.s re-entered before

pressing the ENTER, key. CATTS automatically senses the SKIP key and c1ears

the initial data buffer to allow for re-entry of the corrected code. CATTS

also recognizes'an'ENTER key that is pressed without category data pre-

ceding it and ignores the mistaken entry. An error message is then printed

on the monitor teleprinter which identifies"the "no data entry" error that

was detected.

A data syntax check is also performed by CATTS, which checks the in-

comingcdming data for the expected number of button'entries for each observation

and whether or not the data entered exceeds the maximum value that the'

category- system will allow. Both of these errors are also ignbred by GAITS,

and appropriate messages are printed.

The messages that are printed on the console identify either poor

or incorrect coding procedures by the observer, or a faculty button box

configuration? The data system self-checking ability provides the observer

with the simplest procedure for data entry and releases,the observer's

1r,c,t).
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-attention to the data collection hand.

-I Most of the technical problems encountered with the developmentof

the CATTS data collectin,configurationoccurred with the early DATAMYTE

portable collection-systems. These portable data collection systems re-
,

corded the data onto magnetic tape eas-settes
ik

for decoding back,through'the

computer at a 1)ater.time. The high degree of error iAroduCed by this

audio tape data transfer system caused.missing data problems and data drop-

outs. The battery power supply of the early DATAMYTES'salso led to missing sst

sessions when the batteries failed during data collection. Since then, the
4-A1

.Electro-Cbneral comp has marketed a new model DATAMYTE which eliminates

the audio tape system and stores the data internally into a. solid-state

memory chip. Recent experience has shown that the new DATAMYTE data collet - . ,

tion system has been reliable in the field.

TOUCH-TONE telephone collection has also'been shown to be a,

reliable method of data collection, but is dependent upon the i egrity
ri --- i

of the telephone line suppl.ied.jm the telephone-Company. A demonstration

project in Hammond, Indiana, 220 miles from Bloomington, was completely

successful, while_Wproject inIndianapolis, 60 miles away, experienced'

telephone line trouble between the two cities. Locally, Clem has been

-
no data collection trouble with the telephone syitem which proved to be

---

as reliable as directly connected button boxes.

Preservice/Inservice demonstration projects: Feedback. Data summary

feedback and instantaneous feedback to trainees at the data collection

sites hasproved to be reliable. The instantaneous video feedback applica-

tions have been technically successful fromthe beginning, limiting the

initial problems to the development,of what to display to the trainees at

f
the teaching site. These problems wire instructional in nature and dealt
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decisions regarding complexity of feedback availale in re

uch information canbe decoded by the trainee in a real-ti

The summary grintout.feedback has progressed through a ser

opmental steps all 'focused upon the ability to get the pri

1.
ee in,the shortest possible time. Initiallyr,CATTS was2nO

ice s ary printouts simultaneously during real-time data

intouts had to be generated after data collection sessions

d. AS CA evolved, 'the printout responsibility was turn

9pus computer center so that a printout could be gener4te

sharing terminal soon after the data was collected, trinsM

d at tha,,computer center from the PDP-12, either automatic

for initiated. The placement of the 'datasumma responsi

=pus time-sharOng system also_permitted the use of higher

(i.e., FORTRAN) for programMing more flexible and conipreh

ries. This decision'released the PDPA-2 CATTS operating s

..

nsible only for the data acquisition,control processing, a

storage and summary processing to a larger time-sha ing co

ore efficient processing and simplified programming appliC

DITRMA Training. Because DITRMA training is limited at.th

tly connected button boxes, video feedback displays from t

emote-control of the 1-inch VTR for training materials, no

ems have been experienced. After initial familiarization

n and its control, all training sessions have been.success

ed out. As would be expected, the success of the training

ds Upon the observation system being trained and the visua

tional materials that accompany the training package.

1 J.
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Reliability of CAWS functions

As outlined in the software section of this manual, the CATTS,operating

and data collection system is composed of many routineit-hat all must func-

tion reliably in order to respond to the real -time collection, storage, and

feedback of the data. Other than developmental problems, CATTS has been

reli le and accurate from the beginning, with a minimum loss of data.

The DP=12'hardware system has performed very well, with a low,record of

machine failure Ind down time. Both software'and external hardware backup

systems have been,installed from the beginning to insure a minimum loss of

raw observation -data due to any h

to the PDP-12 System.

Cost-effectiveness o CATTS

re malfunction, either in or external

Experience gained in the development of both the hardware and soft-

, ware co ents of CATTS has led to the ability of the system to collect

and feed back data from many sites simultaneously. The current input

°capabilities are,12 real- time,-data ports channeled through the'UDC8

system and two off-line W I ports for DATAMYTE data in the DCO2 communica-
,

tions units. The logical expansion,of both input systems is a simple matter

of adding only the input expansion. hardware and making minor changes in the

software` routines. The software. has been written to accept additional input
MN/

sources.-

The summary feedback system based at the, campus, computer center has

provided an unlimited resource for access into and summary of a very large

data base from any time-sharing terminal on campus or throughout the state

of Indiana.

The two CATTS functions of data input an,output can,provide service

to many classroom applications; with a minimum of additional hardware costs.

The hardware additions for expansion only exist at the data collection-

.
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PDP-12 site and require very little software updates. The DATAMYTE data

collection process has also been transferred to the campus computer center

through\ any time - sharing terminal, leaving PDP-12 CATTS responsible only

for real -time .data collection &fay and control functions.
s .

CATTS Technical Future

&TTS is not just a specific hardware configuration:Ytfrather a

methodology which can take many variations in its configuration to f)11fill

the functions for, the analysis of prpess-type observation data.

CITH/I.U. Central Network. Through the application of telephone
4

communications, the current rear-time hardware/software configuration

located at CITH it Indiana University would serve the needs of data collec-

,;'

tion ark feedback requests for Bloomington and Indiana cities reachable by

I.U. network telephone lines- Real-time data collection would take place

with TOUCH-TONE telephones for locations remote from the CITH location.

Summary printouts would be available on the Indiana University Computing

Network (IUCN) which has special time-sharing local telephone riA to all

State - supported, campuses throughout Indiana. DATAMYTE datawould also be

processed throughiithe IUCN.

National- -Time:Sharing. NetwOi4c..--zihe extension of CATTS functions into

a national time-sharing network would extend the data collection and summary

requirements of DATAMYTE data applications to users anywhere in the U.S.

through local telephone calls from locally accessible computer,terminals.

A demonstration of this application is currently in operation at the BOLES

Pinesbridge School located in Yorktown Heights, New York. Data is collected

on DATAMYTES and then transmitted tcra national time-sharing network for

'/'
summary processing and storage. The same software programs now are also

accessible to anyone at,any location who has permission to.use the system.
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Portable DITRMA units. Development is currently underway lat CITH,to

provide portable microprocessor-controlled units that will provide re-
.

stricted DITRMA functions to remote locations thiit are not accessible or

economically feasible for providing real-time or time-sharing services.

These will be self-contained units that will allow DIT -RMA training of

observition system anywhere, requiring only a VTR and monitor for showing

the trainineaterfal.

Mobile CATTS unit. The complete real -time CATTS configuration can be

reduced in size to fit in a small mobile van for transportation to class-

room sites throughout the Foufitry. Application of CATTS services frpm a

mobile van would require the van to be placed adjacent to a schoS4 or

.central facility that has telephone line access to a number of schools.

The van could then collect, display, and feedback observation data to all

locations. This application could be used in conjunction with an intensive '

inservice instructional training program.

1 or
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Command List

Console Monitor Command Commiltication

Typing the "line.feed" key On the command teletype starts the cam- ,

mand handler. ">" is printed. The name is the command itselte Some

r
(commands have parameters with the command name., Others have an inter-
\

\active srup with prompts.

In the following examples-of Ragameter lists, letters are used to

denote variables, and letters enclosed in quotes, such as "'O ", are the

actual charaCters to beused Eor a3/parameter. Underlined characters,

words, and phrases are/printed by, /hg computer. KM is a'list of all

\possible messages that could. -print and their meaning, plus any action

that may need to be taken.

KM System response: Possible solution:

NOT IN INDEX Check spelling'

CAN'T READ INDEX . Check disk or tape-drive control switches

NO BINARY FILE Notify programmer

URE BBBB Re ror this block

,CATTS Data Collection Commands

CATTS

CATT$2

These are the Button Box Input routines with the basic data storage

configuration. CATTS2 boxes use control codes. The intpractivt setup

enables input on the box numbers selected and defines coding parameters

for those boxes.

1 G
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4

These are the maximum categories for eels 1,

2, and/or 3-

SESSION LENGTH L If the machine tsto automatically end amhssion,

enter the time in minutes, otwis.e enter 0.

BOX N's M N 0 . . . Up to,12 b2;x numbers in the range 1 through 12.

This 'Setup'is ended by presSing1R or RETURN

f

after MAXIMA.

KM: Real-time Data Collection

ON N HH:MM , Box N switched on at HH:MM.

OFF N HH:MM Bpx N s,ritched "off at HH:MM.

A it HH:MM NO )DIGITS CODED BETWEEN ENTERS on-box.N at- this

hour HH and minute MM. \.

B N HH:MM CODE EXCEEDED THE MAXIMA on box N at this hour

HH and minute MM.

t N HH:MM TOO MANY DIGITS BETWEEN ENTERS on box N at this

hOur HH and minute MM.

S PPPPBBBB Sort not done on earlier session.

N,BBBB

programmer.

KM: Loadel\

Console\re9uests:

DATE (MM, D, YY) 'Jan. 1, 1975 would be 11 75.

TIME (H,M) 3:45 in Ihe afternoon would be 15 47.

BAD READ Could not read the program, or nit 0 or 6

Backing-Store-Write error on block BBBB, notify

t_

-C

MEM BUSY

.01

not selectable.

Write locked.

Another program occupies needed memory.

0
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Data Sort Process

SB N HH:MM BBBB Normal SBN number of box N. '

SN N HH:MM EMT No data codes Pr SBN.

SB N HH:MM BBBB P Partial, notify programmer.

SE UBBBB Read or write error, notify programmer.

0

DATAMYTE Input Commands
. 14.

DM1

DM2

MAX I- J K "0" L "S" "C" M 6

I J K MAXIMA,..as in CATTS

DM1 is Box 13, DM2; 14.

"0" L L = 1 or 2, sets data listing on 1, the command console

IIS I I

on 2, the auxiliary printer.
s,

Restart a tape, ignore 'input from last tape.

"C" M 'm = I through °9 entered where-appropriate'control code

shpuld have been. C9 ould give an SBN.

. -

Coding errors B, or C are printed after the ,timer digits.

DATAMYTE Loader

,Bad read when loading.

MOM: CATTS Data Collection
a?

TOUCH -TONE Telephone Input, Commands

PHONE

MAXIMAS Same as -in CATTS2.

BOX Vs 10, 11, or 12. These bbxe§ cannot be-used for anything

else when PHONE'is lo ed. Any previous setup of them is

cleared. Must. enter CR after last MAXIMAS in order tb exit

setup. 1
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k. 'r*'''

(

Placing the call is the same asSwiting,-the box on ON N HH:MM.
( 0 .i

,Hanging'up-Is equivalent--to off; OFF N.HH:MM. . I.
--\

\,.1
.

-To hang Op.a'data set that did not do so automatically, depress
.

the talk buttOn'on the data set, lift the receive, ,and hang up.
. 1

M&M.: ,Loader
vq

-P Bad read w en Joading.

CATTS Data Collection
.

Auxiliary Commands

OFF N This is the equivalent' of switching mICATTS2 box, off: Notify the
. ,

programmer, whenever this Is used.

"0 < N < 15 Box Number'

Loider

WRONG. CATTS.not.10aded o; N.out of range.

Interactively requests a new day and time setting for the basic

storage configuration.

Prompts:

(Current date and time)

TIME (HH;Mt)

,DATE (M,D,PP)

No response will leave values unchanged. Must do CR to' elit.

BOXES This command will generate .a lists, of which boxes are currently

f

being used.

114M: Routine Report

N: (a) (UP) MM:SS (u) in 51y combination. Box N is ON

and/or UP with M minutes and S seconds



00 HH:tvAl

CLIST

left in session. means unsorted.

.

None active at this time./

CLISTA These commands generate a printoueof all data codes entered in

a session, 5 points per line. Each types o a different printer.

Pro

ENTER S N B

MO1; Error Report

Starting Block Number.

BAD READ of data

LIST "A"uti".444N3. .

.a

.

I IAI I

"U"

NN

M011 ,Loader

INDEX "A" liy1 n

k,

Thil, is Another data list command .modified to

print 1 data point per line, and,respond to control

codes entered.

Data list is to be generated oh auxiliary TTY.

If data file is not on default unit 16, type "U"

and logical unit number, I, 0-7 for LINCtapes, and

10-16 for diskuniti.

Type one or a liit or SRN's._
pr

Typfh a CR or RETW2N will skip t t.heAlextt

,or end the listi
J

Bad read of data

This command generates a list of SBN's

or



"A"'

CK

"B" j

K

time down, and data.

Auxiliary TTY.

Unit I; 0-7 LINCtapes, 10-16 m disk.

Starting at block J.

Skip K files.

I4ust use CR or RETURN key to end the list or listing routine will

go to the end of the unit and print BAD READ.

MM: Error Report

BAD READ ,

4

Prompt:

ENTER SBN

This is an early data list program which will also tabulate the

number of data points and total time, and print any discrepancy

with..those figures,in the header area.

CR-Or RETURN wi.,11 stop t)43 list.

ixit. )

Data Transmission Commands

CALLWCC

2

Automatic Calling Unit (ACU) is port 1Z.

Anderson7JacobsOn Model (AJM) modem is port 10.

Another CI) at the prompt will

This uses.the ACU and calls the WCC TELEX, 79941.

MIIM: Transmission Reports

SUCCESS

FAILED

Established carrier.

Did not establish carrier.

ACU not responding. 0

G.
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TMITWCC
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This puts the ACU "on hook."

(/

This uses ACU and port' 13.

This uses AJM and port 10.

Otherwise, thesethese are'exactly the same, providing keyboard connection

through the PDP-12 to. TELEX, and a routine to send a data file to

the CDC-6000.

CTRL/T Prompts:

TRANSMIT WHICH? "A" N.

SENT

If data is on backup unit.

SBN.

Prints when transmission of that file is complete.

Typing any keys while the file is being sent will stop

the sending of that file.

CTRL/E Exits and prints.

THE.ENU

KM: Transmission 4ocess

BAD READ Could not read data.,

,PORT BUSY Out\ put port is being used.

s°

TMITAUX, "13" _

a

Similar to g TMIT's but does not-tie up the Utility Area.

"13" is used 00 CALLWCC. Default is port 10.°
s

CTRL/T Prompts.: "T" "A" N

CTRL/T to re-enO)r.
7
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Use tape.

BaCkup unit, S or 15.

SBN.

Start sending, echoes as Line Feed.

Carriagelleturn Signals Sent.

Signals bad data read.B

Again, typing suspends the transmission.

MV: Loader

TMITAUU.

WRONG

Unlnads TMITAUX

Already loaded, or Bad Read,

Video Feedback Commands

SDED

OROS

OROS. 2 These are the display scope routines which are used to relax

spi,ected information back to a teacher in a classroom."

Prompts:

No answer to BOX 1 turns the display off.

M6M: Loader

-R 'Bad Read.

SPEDU Unloads SPED.

MM: Loader

NOT. LOADED

Utility Commands

TDUMP "A" U B,

;
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TDU?N "A" U B B .

-

These list a block of 25012-bit words .n octai.

"A!' Auxiliary TTY.

CONSOLE X'

DIAL

4 Unit 0-1 = LINCtapes, 10-16 =

B B . List of block numbers.

Type a or RETURN to stop the listing.

TDUMP Routine

BAD READ of data blocks.

disk.

This command will determine which teleprinter will be used

enter commands and print error messages.

X - "L" A 30 or "A" SR 33, tests first character only.

Bootstrap to the DIAL-MS operating system..

DITRMA Commands

DITRMA

to

This coder training program uses an interactive setup similar to

CATTS.

MEM: Loader

-R

DITRMAU

DTIMER N

Bad read of program.

Plus CATTS messages.

0

To change DITRMA parameters irst unload it with this command.

1 w,'
'

i
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is command accepts the number of seconds the "CODE INITIATED"

message is displayed while waiting for all.the coders denter

before the "TIME" code list display will,be generated and the

VTR. stops.

N umber of secorid to wait for all coders.

,

.

DSTOP Usual mode of stopping at each disagreement.

DNSTOP

DLIST N

Special mode which does not stop the tape.

This is a special data list program with a f rmat of printing

any code lists on the same line.

DiTRMA.data file SBN to be"listed.
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Data File Formats: PDP 12

DITRMA Data File Format.

lord Number rtem

0 Data (Year-1975/Month/Day)
1 Time at end of session ((fours * 60 + Minutes)

2 Master box'number )

3 Number of data points
4 Total time in seclOds

5-437 (Empty) //

4Q ..orso-4"

1A11 numbers are i
0 - Disagreeln

1-6 - Coder,Err.r
10 - Time- ,

11-16 - Too far ahead

A, N Num er of boxes in 'a code list

. "ime Id tification codes till 0011

data Co trol code

.(

time
_4'7761.4 Master box 0011 control code

time
data Agreed-upon data

time
7776
F.

Data
0

Data

Code list, flag

Error t el

Code lit N boxes long

Data = 7776 means nothing was entered.-

time
data Consensus code entered to start tape.

time

7/71 Master box 0094:control code
time
7777 End-of-data ma

ctal notation.
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CATTS Data File Format.

-41\
Word Number Item /

0 Date (Year - 1975/Month/Day)
1 Time of end of session (Hour * 60 + Minutes),
2 Box number
3 Number of data Points
4 TotaP.time i'6 seconds

5- 37

40

(Empty)

time
data
ti

da

time
7761 0011 control cove

Data that follows is packed hexadecimaiily
data

time
7770

time
data

time
7771 0099 control code
time
7777 send-of-data mark

0088 control code
Data that follows is packed decimally

fg

All numbers are in octal otation.

4'

1

b


